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1 WHY INFORMATION OVER TIME?
Throughout each day, people receive substantial stimuli across all 5 senses which we commonly
associate in logical groups and encapsulate as experiences that occur in a given time period. These
experiences can be caused by stimuli sources external to the person, such as a smelling a Belgium
waffle, as well as internal to the person, such as hunger. The external stimuli are commonly referred
to as the 5 senses (taste, smell, tactile, hearing, and seeing) and often have associated quantitative
measures that are derived from our environment. The internal stimuli are commonly refereed to as a
person's feelings and often have subjective measures.
Environment designers are interested in understanding how the structure of experiences (the
order and intensity of various stimuli) impact the short term and long term memory of experiences
which individuals perceive. Through understanding how stimuli patterns effect perception,
environment designers can begin to structure experiences such that the target of their experiences
will have a more favorable perception of the experience. This knowledge could be used to improve
the structure and content of books, movies, medical procedures, waiting lines, human-technology
interfaces, traffic jams, and virtually any other source of daily processes which may lead to frustration
and negative associations, or just plainly improve experiences regardless of their negative or positive
associations.
Imagine that a patient will undergo a particular medical procedure which is administered in 3
phases of different discomfort intensity 3, 4, and 5 where higher value indicates higher discomfort.
If given the choice of which order to undergo the procedures [3-4-5] or [5-4-3], [4-5-3] or [3-5-4],
many individuals will select the 2nd option over the other options. One might hypothesize that those
who in fact select the second option will have a more overall favorable memory of the experience
than those who select the other combination, although all 4 combinations deliver the same overall
discomfort in total.
In addition, the stimuli people experience is the source of actions and reactions which play over
time and define a person's interaction with their environment. These actions and reactions are
geared at changing or retaining the internal stimuli perceived by the person. For example, a person
waking up in the morning may be focused on taking a shower, getting dressed and leaving for work.
After an hour or two of waking up, this person may begin to feel a certain internal stimuli such as
hunger. This hungry person will take the action of seeking food to alleviate their hunger. After a
certain amount of eating, the person may even begin to feel the opposite of hunger, satiated, which
causes them to take the action to stop eating.
This example shows that intensity and change over time are critical dimensions which govern a
person's interaction with their environment, how actions are assessed and how experiences are
perceived and remembered. In order to understand how individuals prioritize and select actions and
reactions, the physiological and psychological effects on the individual must be understood. Two
key terms which help us frame the effects of stimuli are what's known as the experience profile and
the summary assessment of the particular experience which is typically what is remembered by
individuals. Note that the role of memory is also a critical concept to governing decision making,
which has a broad body of research being studied and which will not be explored in this paper.
The experience profile tracks the intensity of a feeling and external stimuli over time. For
example, a profile may be develops which tracks a person's perception of their hunger as well as well
as the detectable presence of food over an 8 hour period. The summary assessment is how the
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whole experience (the full 8 hours) ranks in total intensity of feeling compared to other 8 similar or
different 8 hour periods which also impact the same feelings.
Two more concepts play a central role in the summery assessment, and those are the experience
profile trend and ending point. The trend of the experience profile is a description of how intensity
of the feeling changes over time in specific sections of the profile. The ending point is the intensity
of the feeling at the starting and ending time boundaries of the experience profile.
Ariely and Carmon say the following in their review of this field:
Researchers have wanted to understand summary evaluations of experiences for
several reasons: Overall evaluations of the pain and pleasure associated with
different experiences are obviously important as input for future decision-making.
How positively or negatively people remember an experience, is a key determinant of
whether they will want to repeat it and whether they will recommend it to others.
Retrospective summary assessments of events can also determine how people
'consume' memories of these experiences in the future. For instance, a brief exotic
vacation can produce fond memories one could savor long after the experience is
over. Like retrospective summary evaluations, prospective summary evaluations can
also be important. They can evoke sensations such as anticipation and dread, before
the experience ever takes place (Loewenstein 1987) and may thus determine whether
or not one pursues an experience. Lottery tickets, for example, may often be
purchased not so much because people truly expect to win the prize, but because they
offer an opportunity to fantasize for a few days how it would feel to win the money,
how to spend it, etc.
(Ariely and Carmon 2002)
The remainder of this document will focus on an experiment conducted at the MIT media lab
which tests how components of experience profile relate to the summary experience of subjects
focusing on skin temperatures. Section 2 will explain why the there is a focus on pain and pleasure.
Section 3 and 4 will present a brief literature review of pain and pleasure as well as hedonic
integration. Section 5 will explain the specific goals of the experiment. Sections 6 will discuss how
the experiment was setup. Section 7 and 8 discuss how the results were analyzed as well as what the
results showed. Section 9 will summarize the results and finally section 10 will provide the
conclusions and future research direction.
2 PAIN AND PLEASURE
One could argue that virtually all people spend their lives trying to move away from pain and
towards pleasure and that almost all the actions and decisions we make (some not immediately
obvious) support this underlying objective. Some of the time, people are able to make positive
(pleasurable) actions in achievement of pleasure, other times, they have to take negative (painful)
actions in pursuit of various intensities of pleasure, like the California hiker who had to cut off his
own arm to free himself from a boulder so that he would not starve to death (St. Petersburg Times
2003).
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Pain and pleasure in particular are studied because they are also constituent feelings of many
experiences such as medical procedures, physical activity, and inter-personal relationships. Pain can
be ascribed physical manifestation such as receiving a cut, bruise, exhaustion, or other stress as well
as a psychological manifestation such as hurt feelings. Pleasure also resides in both the physical and
psychological mechanism. Regardless of the manifestation, the experience of pain and pleasure can
cause varying degrees of pleasure and discomfort to an individual and have multiple delivery
mechanism which makes those stimuli well suited for study and comparison.
3 LITTERATURE REVIEW ON PHYSIOLOGY OF PAIN, PLEASURE AND THERMAL
REGULATION
Michael Cabanac discusses how a stimulus can feel pleasant or unpleasant depending on its
usefulness as determined by internal signals (Cabanac 1971). Cabanac makes the assertion that
pleasure-displeasure is analogous to attractiveness and repulsiveness of the stimulus which in turn
governs bio-chemical processes which result in actions and behavioral response to the stimuli.
Cabanac continues to examine how skin temperature is related to pleasure and displeasure. The
research also identifies that skin temperature differences across the body can have an effect on
whether a stimulus is perceived to be pleasant or unpleasant, which was correlated to the internal
body temperature of the subject. Cabanac frames pleasure as an external stimulus which helps to
correct an internal problem, which speculatively could be extended for both physiological and
psychological problems. In essence, pleasure is something which is useful to the person while
displeasure is not useful.
Another question raised in a study on effects of sensations on individuals is whether ethnicity
mattered in physiological response to temperature. (Glickman, Cheatham, Cain & Blegen 2001). The
study tested whether Caucasian and African American subjects groups demonstrated any difference
in heat production under water immersion in 20 degrees Celsius. The study concluded that no
significant differences were observed between the subject populations. The significance is the
suggestion that ethnicity in temperature based pain and pleasure experiments is not likely to be a
variable condition and should not effect results.
A substantial body of research exists in studying the detailed physiological effects of thermal
variations on the body. The research focuses on how the body contends with thermal stress such as
cold weather exercise, physical exhaustion, heat adaptation and many other aspects of thermal
variance and regulatory processes. Since this research is not directly relevant to the goals of this
study, it will not be discussed beyond this mention.
4 LITTERAUTRE REVIEW ON HEDONIC INTEGRATION
A full review of the current research state can be found in Ariely and Carmon 2002 which
describes the dominant features of experience that produce the summary evaluations of experiences
(also known as Gestalt Characteristics). In their paper, Ariely and Carmon discuss research which is
commonly accepted, propose how different variables may change the experience summary
evaluations as well as discuss areas for future research.
Much of the research that explicitly measured experience profiles and examined how they
correspond to their summary assessments has focused on unpleasant events (Ariely and Carmon
2002). Examples of the types of experiences that have been investigated include discomfort
(Kahneman et al. 1993; Ariely and Zauberman, 2000; Schreiber and Kahneman, 2000; Ariely and
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Loewenstein 2000), medical procedures (Ariely and Carmon, 2000; Redelmeier and Kahneman, 1996;
Katz, Redelmeier, and Kahneman, 1997), queuing experiences (Carmon and Kahneman, 2000) and
pain (Ariely, 1998). Pleasant experiences, on the other hand, have received little attention. Ariely and
Carmon write the following on pleasant experiences:
One reason that pleasant experiences have hardly been investigated is that it is
difficult to cause pleasure to people in a controlled manner. Food and sex, for
example, two major causes of pleasure, are not monotonic with stimulation intensity.
That is, more of these two experiences is not always better. Little attention has also
been devoted to mixed experiences, that are at times pleasant and at other times
unpleasant (cf Kahneman 1992). Experiences can also be mixed in other ways.
Largely unrelated events may co-occur, for example. Thus, one may experience pain
in one part of the body and pleasure in another. Or one can watch a good movie in
the cinema while feeling the urge to urinate. It is not at all obvious how people would
summarize such mixtures of events. More generally, investigating how people
summarize different types and combinations of experiences may help identify
additional moderating variables and border conditions. Such research is likely to
provide further insights about summary assessments of experiences.
(Ariely and Carmon 2002)
Ariely & Zauberman (2000) examine the effects of breaking and combining experiences on their
overall evaluation by subjects. This work tests the notion that segmenting and combining
experiences changes the overall evaluation of the experience with the results showing that breaking
up experiences substantially reduces the impact of the trend of the experience on the overall
evaluation. For instance, suppose you had to read an increasingly uninteresting 50 page paper in a
single sitting and had to provide a single summary evaluation of the paper. Now suppose that you
were allowed to read the paper in 5 sessions of 10 pages each instead and asked to provide summary
evaluations of the sessions and the paper. Ariely & Zauberman predict under this work that the
breakup of the task would result in a lower impact of the dryness of the task on the overall evaluation
of the task. Their experiments also show that continuous monitoring of intensity of an experience
has a similar impact on the subject leading to speculation that subjects themselves frame the feedback
into segments.
Ariely also studied the effects of duration, intensity changes and on-line measurements on
retrospective pain evaluations (Ariely 1998). These experiments tested individuals both on a fixed set
stimuli pattern between all subjects and a subject equivalent stimuli pattern between all subjects using
stimuli patterns that were differentially changing over time in intensity. The study concluded that
the retrospective summary evaluations of these experiences highly depended on a combination of the
final pain intensity in the pattern and the trend of the pattern in the latter half of each test. The study
also concluded that duration only plays a role when the stimulus intensity is changing. Lastly, the
study concluded that continuous stimuli reporting had a moderating effect on the summary
evaluations.
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5 GOALS OF THE EXPERIMENT
The goal of this experiment is to evaluate how variant concurrent pain and pleasure sensations
impact the summary assessment of the experience using temperature as the source of pain and
pleasure, and using the body and the arm of a person as the separate receptor mechanism for this
stimulation. The experiment will fix the skin temperature of a subject at 3 different intensities:
extreme heat, extreme cold, and clothed room temperature (the subject in their natural clothing and
ideally highest skin temperature comfort). For each one of these settings, the left arm of the subject
will be exposed to linear temperature stimuli profiles which may reach temperature ranges as cold or
hot as their body temperature or may be of medium/ comfortable temperatures. The experiment
will test how the different stimuli pattern segments interact to influence a summary experience and to
test whether there are emergent rules which can be applied to individuals in a successful predictable
manner. The experiment will also demonstrate previous findings and show that pattern has an
overall effect on summary evaluation.
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6 THE EXPERIMENT STRUCTURE
The following section describes generally how subjects were obtained , their general traits, how
equipment was used to facilitate the experiment as well as the description of process of the
experiment.
6.1 THE SUBJECTS
32 male subjects were recruited during the course of this experiment. The subjects were mostly
graduate and undergraduate MIT students, either in the Sloan school of management, school of
engineering, and a couple of media lab students. A handful of subjects were recruited by friendship
association with the experiment administrator. All subjects were contacted personally through e-
mail referral or word of mouth.
When soliciting perspective subjects, the individuals were told that our team is looking for male
subjects to participate in a discomfort experiment, where the subjects wore a temperature control
suite and would be subjects to hot and cold temperature variations. The only qualifications for being
a subject was being a male of size less than 6'2" and weighting less than 200 pounds. This
requirement was established due to the size limits of the temperature regulation suite.
The perspective subjects were also told that the experiment takes between 2 and 3 hours and will
compensate between $80 and $120 for the time given, depending on how long the experiment takes.
A dominant majority of subjects received a $100 compensation with a few receiving $80 due to
equipment problems cutting the experiment short. All subjects appeared to find the compensation
level very agreeable with the level of work involved in the experiment. When the research period was
complete, many solicitation respondents were still on a wait list to be considered for the experiments.
The majority of subjects were demographically white males between 25 and 35 years of age.
Height ranged between 5'4" and 6'2" and weight ranged between 150 and 200 pounds. A few
subjects were younger than 25 and one was as young as 18 (an MIT undergraduate senior non-the-
less). A handful of subjects were African American, as well as a couple of Asians and a Hispanic.
The experiments began in March 2003 and continued through the first week of May 2003, with
an average of 3 experiments a week being conducted. Most of the experiments started between and
3pm and 5pm and took just about 2.5 hours to complete and release the subject. The experiment
had an equipment setup time of 3 hours, which is how long it took to bring the cold water to near
freezing temperature. The two machines used to regulate the temperature in the suite required an
hour setup time to adjust to the appropriate temperatures (6 and 49.5 degrees Celsius respectively).
6.2 THE EXPERIMENT METHOD
In order to conduct this experiment, a special room was setup in the media lab to contain the
water systems needed to run the experiment.
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Figure 6-1 Expe.iment Raim Stup
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In the continuing description, any specific items used will be formatted in bold the first time
they are listed. The experiment used the following major components listed below by functional
areas:
Water Bucket System
. Hot water supply
. Cold water supply
. Water mixing equipment
. Arm Temperature Regulation Bucket
Suite System
. Medical Temperature Control Machines
. Body Temperature Regulation Suite
Control System
* Computer Guidance and Sensor System
. The 8 Trial Options
Miscellaneous
. Suite Insulations
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. Patient Data Sheets
. Instruction Reading sheet
. Plumbing hoses, interconnects and valves
. An analog dial
. Sensor Tips
. Tape
. Probe covers (for mouth thermometer)
6.2.1 HOT WATER SUPPLY
The Hot water supply is a standard pressurized water boiler which supplied the hot water used in
the mix which poured into the Temperature Regulation Bucket. The hot water temperature was
set at around 55 Celsius to adequately support the temperature range needed in the experiment.
6.2.2 COLD WATER SUPPLY
The cold water supply was designed to pump pressurized water cooled to near freezing
temperatures, and which is used in the mix that is poured into the Temperature Regulation
Bucket. Since water is not available at those temperatures regularly, special equipment was necessary
to achieve this effect.
A water cooling chamber is supplied with cold tap water using a hose and float valve similar
to ones available in toilets. This valve shuts off the tap water supply when the cooling chamber is
full. The cooling chamber can cool cold tap water to near freezing in approximately 2.5 hours. The
water supply in the chamber was sufficient to conduct a single experiment.
Since the water supply is non-pressurized, a set of water pumps and a pressure chamber was
used create the cold water flow. The two water pumps were pass-through water pumps operating on
an AC power supply and the other on a DC power supply. The two pups were connected in serial
and were necessary so that neither pump would overheat due to continuous dedicated use. During
operation the pumps would alternate activity by themselves without any need for external control.
The pumps were connected in serial with the pressure chamber setup to about 35psi. The pressure
chamber ensures that the water pressure leading into the mixing valve maintains a fixed pressure.
Even using this pressure chamber, there was noticeable temperature oscillation in the lower
temperature range water supply exiting the mixing valve.
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Figure 6-2 : Cdd Water Tank (left), Hc Water Tank (right)
Figure 6-3 : Cdd Water Serial Water Pumps With Pressure Tank (blue)
6.2.3 WATER MIXING EQUIPMENT
The hot and cold water supply feeds into a manual control mixing valve which allows the
experiment operator to set the water temperature flowing into the Temperature Regulation Ann
Bucket. The mixing valve is a standard single control valve like those available in some home
showers. This allows the operator to control the temperature with 1 hand. The mixing valve was
connected to a flow regulator and that was connected to a conductive metal water pass thmugh
block which can hold a battery powered digital thermometer. From here, the water is passed
through a hose to the arm bucket.
Note: The nature of the mixing valve creates a scenario where at very low temperatures (or near
the 'off state), the water pressure falls off dramatically until it is completely off. Reaching this state
should be avoided during the actual experiment since continuous water flow is desired even at lower
water temperatures.
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Figure 6-4 : Mixing V alve mith Thenmeter
6.2.4 TEMPERATURE REGULATION ARM BUCKET
The Arm Bucket is a key component in the experiment. The bucket is used to regulate the
water temperature in the subject's left arm during the experiments. The arm bucket itself is a PVC
pipe 6 inches in diameter, 18 inches long and sealed at one end, creating a container frame.
An inch from the open top of the container, a drainage hole 1.5 inches in diameter was drilled
and an L-fitting attached on the exterior. This drainage whole prevents the container from
overflowing on the top. A flexible plastic hose was attached to the L-fitting and lead to the sink
where the overflow water was draining into.
To feed water into the container, 3 small holes were drilled into the bucket. 1 whole was 2
inches from the sealed bottom of the container. The other whole 1 inch below the drainage whole,
and the 3rd hole was in the middle. Intake pipes were firmly attached into the 3 holes. The water
supply coming out of the mixing valve was split to feed the intakes of the water container. Due to
how the water supply was divided, the majority of the water came in through the bottom intake,
followed by some of the water coming in from the top intake. The middle intake was substantially
under pressured and unused.
Note: The arm bucket had a noticeable temperature gradient from bottom to top. Stabilizing
the temperature through the whole bucket took in excess of 20 seconds. This is largely due to the
way water flowed around the arm and towards the drainage.
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Figure 6-5 : A nn Bud et with Subjat Hand Inserted
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Arm Bucket Water Pathways w/ Temp Sensors
6.2.5 MEDICAL TEMPERATURE CONTROL MACHINES
In order to create extreme cold and heat effects on the body of the subjects, a Temperature
Control Machine is used to pump distilled water at a specific temperature through hoses stitched
into a special suite worn by the subjects. The machines are medical purpose machines. One is used
to keep water cold at 6 degrees Celsius. The second machine is used to circulate water at 49.5
degrees Celsius.
The setup time for the cold machine was about half and hour from its off state temperature
while the hot machine took about an hour to reach the desired temperature of 49.5. Only one of the
machines was connected to the suite at any one time.
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Figure 6-6: Cdd & Hct Suit Tenp Regulatim Madhines
6.2.6 BODY TEMPERATURE REGULATION SUITE
The suite is a key component of the experiment. Connecting the suite to the temperature
control machine creates a cooling or heating effect on the subject wearing the suite. The suite
contains a few separate components which can be interconnected via hose attachments or zipped
together or both.
The suite itself was made of 6 distinct pieces which are the pants, toiso, left arm, ight ann,
left hand and right hand pieces. The pieces are made of a stretchy material which can fit over a
variety of body sizes to within an upward limit of a person weighing 200 pounds and of height
around 6'2". On the inside of each piece is a weave of thin clear plastic hose which contains water.
When worn properly, the hose on the inside of the suite part will be touching the skin of the subject,
making the subject feel the temperature of the water flowing in the hose.
The hoses in the various suite parts have checkpoints which can be disconnected and connected
to direct or prevent water flow to a particular body part of the subject. The suite parts themselves
can be connected together via hose connects such that the hand piece connects to the arm piece, the
arm pieces connect to the torso piece (both by zipper and hose), and the torso and the pants pieces
connect together via hose.
For this experiment, only 3 pieces were used. The right arm, torso, and pants. The left arm of
the subject was left outside the suite for use in side the Arm temperature control bucket.
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Patient Suite Water Pathways w/ Temp Sensors
I Ij
FigAre 6-7: Subject in Temperature Regulatim Suite (bdv)
Note: The fleece insulation covering is not worn in this photo
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6.2.7 COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM
The computer control system is used to provide two main functions during the experiment. The
control software assists the experiment operator in administering the experiment. During
experiments, temperature and feedback sensors actively collect each trial's data which is saved in
individual files.
The control software is written and runs using LabView, a specialized application environment
used to construct virtual instruments on windows computers. The software has an accompanying
electronics board to which sensors can be attached.
The software was configured to run with up to 10 sensor inputs. 4 sensors conveyed a subject's
skin temperature. 1 sensor conveyed the subject's core temperature using a mouth thermometer. 3
sensors were used to convey the water temperatures between the mixing valve output and the arm
bucket. 1 sensor was used to record the suite temperature. 2 sensors were attached to dials which
the subject could move (of which only 1 of the dials was used for the experiment, totaling 10
sensors).
Figure 6-8 : Experimmt Operator Statim with Scftwure Running
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Figure 6-9 : L abV iew Camnputer Sesor Bard
The software's screen was operated in the following sequence:
1. The user opens the LabView run time environment
2. The user selects the main file to run
3. SHOW: Dialogue Window with 1 text field for user to enter test sequence description.
4. The user enters the description for the test sequence
a. Once ok is hit, the software creates the corresponding directory based on the
name of the file
5. The following trial sequence would be repeated between 1 and 8 times with different
variants
a. Screen 1: The Pretrial screen, which is used to establish the Neutral Point (NP)
and Aversion Point (AP) for the trial
i. Show: A calibration screen showing the current water temperatures in
the Bucket water path
ii. 2 working bottoms labeled NP and AP which when pressed allows set a
corresponding field to show the water temperature as of when the
buttons were pressed.
iii. A 'done' button which is pressed when calibration is complete.
b. Screen 2: Trial Selection Screen, used to select which trial to run
i. Show: A pull down menu with the list of the 8 trials available to run.
ii. A 'select' button.
c. Screen 3: The temperature calibration screen, used to calibrate the bucket's
water temperature to the start temperature of the trial selected in screen 2
i. Show: A calibration screen showing the current water temperatures in
the Bucket water path, as well as a field indicating the starting
temperature for the trial selected
ii. A 'continue' button which should be pressed when the water
temperature corresponds to the starting temperature
d. Screen 4: The Start Button Screen
i. Show: Warning dialogue box indicating that the trial is about to begin
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ii. A 'Begin' button which will start the trial
e. Screen 5: The Trial Screen
i. Show: A reading of every sensor in the system. The largest display is
the water temperature display.
ii. Show: The Test Temperature Path. This graphic line in the water
temperature display is the temperature path which the operator is
supposed to follow for that test.
iii. A 'cancel' button which can be used to abort the test
f. Screen 6: The Save Data Screen, which is a dialogue window that asks whether
the operator wants to save the data collected. The data is saved under a file
corresponding to the test number which was selected and resides in the
directory created in step 4.
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6.2.7.1 Cmnputer Contrd Systun Sretn Shots
Figure 6-10 : L abV iew Maule Setdatia Mmu (main vi is in the list cf optims)
Figure 6-11 : Trial Sa Name (ha, ai or no suite) - rqeptai 3 times during the epaiment
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The next sequence of screens that follows is repeated for each trial in set of 8 trials.
Figure 6-12: NP & A P Calibratim Windv (grn ainfort and red A Easid)
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Figure 6-13 : Trial Sdeaicn Mmu (up]...up4, downJ...down4)
Figure 6-14 : Pretrial Start Tempeature Calibratim
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Figire 6-15 : Onging tial display
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Figure 6-16 : Tial Overall Scre Rerrding
Figure 6-17: Save Last Trial Data Dialogue
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6.2.8 THE 8 TRIAL OPTIONS
The 8 trial options provide the temperature variation path which the experiment operator is
expected to follow and which the subject will experience in the arm bucket during the trials. The
variable AP refers to the Aversion Point temperature which is identified by the subject right before
each trial begins.
Trial Option Trial Name Start Temp ('C) End Temp ('C)
1 UpI AP 40
2 Up2 (AP + 15)/2 (AP + 40)/2
3 Up3 15 40
4 Up4 15 AP
5 Downl AP 15
6 Down2 (AP + 40)/2 (AP + 15)/2
7 Down3 40 15
8 Down4 40 AP
These trials (or stimuli pattern) manifest differently depending on the suite temperature during
the trial. For instance during a hot suite trial, the AP temperature for trial option 1 might be around
41 degrees, resulting in a slightly downward sloping trial that starts at 41 degrees and ends at 40.
During a cold suite trial, the AP temperature for trial option 1 might be around 17 degrees which
results in a noticeably upward sloping line which starts at 17 and ends at 40 degrees. Even when
different subjects are at the same suite temperatures, an individual trial option may manifest
differently since different subjects have different AP sensitivities. Note that only trials 3 and 7 share
a designed common start and end temperature point. The other trials have at least one cross-subject
variance based on the Aversion Point Temperature. The following are diagrams of the planned
stimuli in both the Hot and Cold suite conditions:
General Stimuli Patterns For Hot Suite and No Suite Hot AP
40'C
Hot Aversion Point (AP) -
(AP+ 15)/2 *C
15"C
Discomfort
Intensity
Increase
1 trial length
Down Trial
Up Trial
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General Stimuli Patterns For Cold Suite and No Suite Cold AP
400C
(AP+40)/2 *C
Cold Aversion Point (AP) ----
15*C
Discomfort
Intensity
Increase
1 trial length
Down Trial
Up Trial
6.2.9 MISCELLANEOUS
Suite Insulation - In order to maximize the effect of the temperature regulation suite, the
subjects wore additional insulation clothing and material on top of the suite. These materials
included a fleece over shirt, pants, hat, scarf, and aluminum insulation blanket. Some of these
accessories were worn only part of the time.
Patient Data Sheets - The experiment operator filled out a data worksheet for each patient which
recorded various information pieces colleted during the trial. Each trial record included the order
number of the trial, the neutral point (NP) identified, the aversion point (AP) identified, the overall
score for that trial on a scale of 0 to 100, and the preferred trial of the last 2 trials performed. The
data sheet also recorded the order of the sets of trials, which was either hot suite trials first or cold
suite trials first, as well as the suite temperature settings for those trials. Lastly the records indicate
whether in each trial, the NP or AP was recorded first.
Instruction Reading sheet - Before the start of the experiment, the operator read the full
description of the experiment procedure to the subject. This is a quick one sheet that takes between
7 and 10 minutes to review with the subject and to answer any questions regarding the process of the
experiment.
Plumbing Equipment - in order to facilitate water flow, various pieces of equipment had to be
connected via hoses, links, interconnects and other pieces of equipment. Most of the hoses were
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connected using clip on valves which allows for easy removal and reconnection of a hose piece
without disassembly.
Analog Dial - In order for the subject to provide real time feedback on discomfort, a linear
resistor dial was used as the sensor end. This dial fed into the LabView electronics board and relayed
the setting of the discomfort dial for the software to record.
Sensor Tips - 4 conductive metal ends were used to capture the subject's skin temperature and
relay into the LabView electronics board wiring. A body core temperature thermometer was also
wired into the board. In order to monitor the temperature in the Arm bucket water path, sensor
wires from the electronics board were each secured to the surface of a conductive metal tube piece
and than covered with insulation material and taped securely. The pipes were capped with stop
valves and inserted into the arm bucket path between different pieces such as the valve output and
the hose.
Tape - A gentle 3-M tape was used to attach the sensor tips to the subject's torso. An even
weaker tape was used to secure the probe covers to the probe tip.
Probe Covers - In order to maintain a clean sensor environment for the subject, probe covers
were used to cover the mouth thermometer. These probe covers had no effect on the temperature
reading being recorded.
Figure 6-18 : Sensor Dials & unplu&Ed Water Temperuture Sensor
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6.3 THE EXPERIMENT DESIGN
A standard trial was divided into 3 distinct parts, where each part contained 8 different trials,
ordered randomly in a counterbalanced fashion. Throughout the whole trial, the subject expected to
perform 8 different trials while wearing a hot suite set to 49.5 degrees Celsius, 8 different trials while
wearing a cold suite set to 6 degrees Celsius, and 8 trials while wearing their normal clothing.
About half of the subjects performed the hot suite trials first and the other half performed the
cold suite trials first. All of the subjects performed the no suite trials last. Within each of those
subject groups for the 3rd part of the experiment (that without a temperature suite), half the subjects
identified the cold Aversion Point (AP) and the other half identified the hot AP temperature (the AP
temperature will be explained in the below). Below is a summary of the 4 Sequences which were
used in this trial, each subject representing one of these general sequences.
The 4 Suite Condition Sequence Cases
Trials Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
First 8 Cold Hot ColdHot Suite Suite Suite Suite
Middle 8 Cold Cold HotSuite Hot Suite Suite Suite
Last 8 No Suite No Suite No Suite No SuiteHot AP Hot AP Cold AP Cold AP
A typical experiment day went as follows (conditional steps in bold):
. -3 hrs: Turn on cold water cooler to bring water to near freezing
. -1 hr: Turn on temperature machines set to 6 and 49.5 degrees Celsius, also set the
trial order today's subject.
. 0 hr: subject comes in
. 15 min: subject dresses with the suite, insulation, and possibly accessories. The trial
procedure is also reviewed as well instructions on what the subject will be doing
during the trial. The suite is connected to the temperature setting for the Ist trial as
soon as the subject is dressed. At dress up time, the operator also tapes the
thermometer sensors to the subject's torso.
. 5 min: If the subject is wearing the HOT Suite, the subject also performs 200
jumping jacks at this time while in the suite. The subject will also wear the hat and
scarf.
. 40 min: The first 8 trials are performed
. 10 minutes: the subject rests with the new suite temperature setting
5 S min: If the subject is wearing the HOT Suite, the subject also performs 200
jumping jacks at this time while in the suite. The subject will also wear the hat and
scarf.
. 40 min: The next 8 trials are performed
. 7 minutes: Subject removes the suite and puts on their normal clothing
. 35 min: The last 8 trails are performed.
Each trial itself went as follows (the numbers are rough averages):
. 1.5 min: pretrial determination of Neutral Point (NP) and Aversion Point (AP)
. 0 min: selection of trial
. 1.5 min: Calibration to start temperature
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. 1 min: actual trial with online subject ratings (real time feedback)
* .5 min: trial scoring and preference selection between last two trials performed
Sample Trial Subject Experience: "Up3" In the Hot Suite
Subject feels arm becoming more comfortable - eventually noting the Neutral Point
Subject feels arm becoming hotter - eventually noting the Aversion Point
Subject feels arm becoming very cold
Subject confirms they are ready to begin
Subject set the discomfort dial at the starting level of discomfort
Subject feels water slowly heating up, first moderately and than becoming hot
(subject reflects on overall discomfort changes in real time using the discomfort dial)
Subject feels water becoming a little less hot but still hot
Subject gives overall score for the whole trial
Subject gives the preferred trial
time
Start End
Subject asked which of the last two trials they would repeat
Subject asked for overall discomfort score for the whole trial
Subject told trial is ending now!
Subject told trial is starting now!
Subject asked to set the discomfort dial for the starting level of discomfort
Subject asked if they are ready to begin the trial?
Subject told we are calibrating for start temperature
Subject asked to identify the Aversion Point
Subject asked to identify the Neutral Point
6.3.1 TRIAL COUNTER BALANCING & RANDOM ORDER - LATING SQURE DESIGN
The Latin Square counter balance design was used for the ordering of the stimuli patterns
between different subjects. Latin Square was chosen because its implementation allows the removal
of order effects from the trial results by adhering to the following design criteria:
. Every conditions occurs equally often in every condition
. Every condition precedes and follows every other condition exactly once
This means that for N Conditions, the design can contain a minimum of N orderings which
satisfy the criteria and would require a number of subjects which is a multiple of N.
6.3.2 PREPARING THE SUBJECT
Upon arrival, the subject would be given a brief introduction to the experiment. This brief
introduction explained the experiment duration and monetary compensation, as well as highlighted
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that this experiment is about the subject's discomfort. For time efficiency reasons, the detailed
procedure in the experiment was described later once the subject was dressed in the suite.
Once the subject was fully dressed, connected to the suite temperature regulation machines, and
seated in their chair, the operator read the full introduction to the experiment which describes the
objective and mechanics of the experiment.
6.3.3 DRESSING THE SUBJECT
The experiment operator assisted the dressing of the subject. The subjects were told to remove
their clothing except for their underwear and socks. The operator was specifically needed to tape
the thermometer electrodes to the subject's torso as they are getting dressed since they are more
difficult to apply once the subject is fully dressed. The dressing up took the following sequence:
. Subject fully undressed down to the underwear and socks
. Subjects put on the temperature regulation suite pants piece
. The operator attached four thermometer electrodes to the subject's torso using 3M
tape (S1 through S4)
. Subjects put on the temperature regulation suite shirt piece (which is missing the left
arm sleeve)
. The operator connected the shirt and pants together using the built in hoses. A
temperature thermometer was also connected between the shirt and pants hose to
record the suite temperature.
. The subject wore the fleece pants and over shirt which acted as insulation.
Once the subject was fully dressed, they were immediately attached to the suite temperature
regulation machines to begin their cooling or heating pre-trial wait period (which lasted for about 10
minutes). When preparing for the hot suite trials, the subjects would also wear a hat and scarf to
maximize heat discomfort.
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Skin and Core Body Temperature Sensors
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6.3.4 FOCUSING THE SUBJECT ON THE DISCOMFORT
The experiment relied on the subjects being able to rate their discomfort level on a scale of 0 to
100 throughout the different trials, where 0 is the least uncomfortable and 100 is the most
uncomfortable for the subject. In order to assist the subjects in understanding what those two
extremes meant, the operator devised the following analogy:
A discomfort level of 0 for the operator was akin to a warm sunny day where the air temperature
was at around 75 degrees Fahrenheit and the operator was seasonally clothed. In these conditions,
the operator would be enjoying the environmental conditions and could sustain in that environment
for a very long time.
A discomfort level of 100 for the operator was akin to a cold windy day where the air
temperature was at around 30 degrees Fahrenheit and the operator was poorly clothed. In these
conditions, the operator would be extremely uncomfortable and would do anything they can to
change their environment as fast as possible.
Before the trial began, the subjects were given a sample of the temperature ranges that they will
be feeling in their left hand, from the hottest it may get to the coldest it may get. During this
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Legend:
Core
Tharmnimtar
Skin Sensor
-* Sensor Wires
sampling period, the operator asked the subjects to reflect on how their whole body discomfort
experience changes as the arm temperature changes.
During the course of the trials, the subject was asked to identify two key temperature points
before each trial. These temperature points were sometimes used in plotting the trial variations of
specific trials. The two points were designated as the Neutral Point (NP) and the Aversion Point
(AP).
The NP was described as the temperature point in the arm bucket where the subject was most
comfortable. This meant that at this temperature point, the subject did not want the temperature
raised or lowered. Essentially, they were at the least discomfort they could expect given their suite's
temperature environment. The AP described the temperature point where the arm and the body of
the subject felt at about the same discomfort level. For instance, if the subject wore the hot suite, the
operator would raise the arm bucket temperature until the subject identified that the heat discomfort
felt in the arm was the same as the heat discomfort felt from the suite.
Pleasure / Pain Distribution on Subject
Body Suite (black area)
delivers discomfort
to Most of subject's
body
Arm bucket delivers
both pleasure and pain
to arm regions
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6.3.5 THE DIFFERENT MIXES OF PAIN AND PLEASURE
During the experiment, the subject was taken through a large variety of pain and pleasure
distributions across their body with varying polarity of discomfort stimuli from intense heat and cold.
The following is a summary of all the states and corresponding stimuli trials showing state change
paths during individual trials.
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Hot Suite Stimuli Stages & Tests
4 'down' trial direction 'up' trial direction -*
o T3, T4, T5, T7
0 T2, T6
*-- TI, T8
Intense hot body
Stimuli with intense
cold arm stimuli
Intense hot body
stimuli with
moderate pleasurable
arm stimuli
Intense hot body
stimuli with intense
hot arm stimuli
Cold Suite Stimuli Stages & Tests
T1, T3, T7, T8
T6, T2
T4, T5 -
Intense cold body
stimuli with intense
cold arm stimuli
Intense cold body
stimuli with
moderate pleasurable
arm stimuli
Intense cold body
stimuli with intense
hot arm stimuli
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Figure 6-19 : Subject raording pain/ pleasure with ann in bucket
6.3.6 THE NO-SUITE TRIAL - IDENTIFYING THE AVERSION POINT
The last of the 3 parts of the experiment, the subject was instructed to remove the suite and wear
their normal clothing. Given that the subject's AP in previous trials relied on the suite discomfort,
the no suite trial AP had to be identified in a slightly different manner. In order to simply this, for
the no suite trial, the subjects were instructed to identify the AP as the temperature point beyond
which they would not continue if they controlled the water temperature dial. Below are the pain-
pleasure mix stages for the no suite trials:
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No Suite Hot AP Stimuli Stages &
Tests
P, T3, T4,T5,T7
T2, T6
T1, T8
Moderate pleasurable
body stimuli with
intense cold arm
stimuli
Moderate pleasurable
body stimuli with
moderate pleasurable
arm stimuli
Moderate pleasurable
body stimuli with
intense hot arm
stimuli
No Suite Cold AP Stimuli Stages &
Tests
T1, T3, T7, T8 -
T6, T2
T4, T5
Moderate pleasurable
body stimuli with
intense cold arm
stimuli
Moderate pleasurable
body stimuli with
moderate pleasurable
arm stimuli
Moderate pleasurable
body stimuli with
intense hot arm
stimuli
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6.4 EXPERIMENT NOTES
6.4.1 MOUTH THERMOMETER BROKEN DURING EXPERIMENT
Right after the 18th subject, a key temperature sensing equipment broke down and had to be
repaired in house for the experiments to continue with the upcoming subjects. While the fix
appeared satisfactory, the sensor's results have appeared to fluctuate somewhat. The consequence of
this on the results will be explored later during data analysis.
6.4.2 ABSENCE OF FEMALE SUBJECTS
One noticeable absence centers on the male focus of the study. Females were purposely not
recruited for this study due to equipment limitations on the comfort of the Temperature Regulation
Suite. The necessary logistical support by the experiment operator in preparing a subject (s.a.
dressing the subject and attaching sensors to the body) also presented a challenge when considering
female subjects and helped support the decision of focusing on male subjects for this study.
6.4.3 FUTURE TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS
A technical challenge in this experiment centered on achieving accurate measurements of the
water temperature inside the arm bucket. Given the size and flow rate of water into and out of the
arm bucket, a significant temperature gradient was allowed to form. To be consistent from subject to
subject, an arbitrary measuring point was established which provided the most consistent data, but
which was not representative of the temperature in the whole bucket. Future improvements to the
experiment design may develop a more uniform stimuli container. This would reduce the amount of
setup time required before each trial, which in turn may improve the data both in collection and
interpretation. Additionally, computer automation could also be installed to control the water
temperature stimulus.
6.5 TERMINOLOGY
Term Definition
The 4 Suite Conditions The 4 sets of trials in which the subject is: wearing the Hot Suite,
wearing the Cold Suite, does not wear a suite but uses the Hot AP, and
does not wear a suite but uses the Cold AP
The Suite Conditions The 4 different test conditions, Hot Suite, Cold Suite, No Suite Hot
AP and No Suite Cold AP
The Hot Conditions The 2 sets of trials in which the subject is: 1) wearing the Hot Suite,
and 2) does not wear a suite but uses the Hot AP
The Cold Conditions The 2 sets of trials in which the subject is: 1) wearing the Cold Suite,
and 2) does not wear a suite but uses the Cold AP
The No Suite Condition The 2sets of trials in which the subject: 1) does not wear a suite but
uses the Hot AP, and 2) does not wear a suite but uses the Cold AP
High Stimuli Refers to extreme high temperatures, whether to the body or arm
Medium Stimuli Refers to medium temperatures, whether to the body or arm
Low Stimuli Refers to extreme low temperatures, whether to the body or arm
Hot Stimuli Same as High Stimuli
Cold Stimuli Same as Low Stimuli
Condition Session Order Refers as to when a particular conditions was performed, whether 1st
or 2nd in the set of the 3 sets. (the 3rd sets was always the No Suite
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condition)
Trial Score The subject's overall response value to a single stimuli pattern
Discomfort Dial Reading The subject's real time discomfort value for a given time index during a
stimuli trial
OLR Online Ratings - see Discomfort Dial Reading
Summary Evaluation See Trial Score
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7 THE DATA RECORDING AND ANALYSIS PREPARATION
Throughout this experiment, a large amount of data was collected about each subject. Some of
this data was manually recorded by hand, such as how the subject rated the whole trial. Other
portions of the data were recorded electronically, such as the Discomfort Dial and various
Temperature readings.
In order to obtain meaningful analysis of the results, certain data for a given subject had to be
normalized across all the data collected from that subject during the whole experiment, in order that
patterns and relative extremes could be compared to the other subjects. We will come back to this
later in the section.
The rest of this section will reiterate the different data that was recorded, how it was collected,
organized, and processed before the results were obtained. Throughout the subsections, we will also
provide snapshots of the worksheets established to keep track of the data. The reason for this
presentation is to frame the process which took place between the experiment and the results
analysis. Understanding the format of the worksheets will also assist when taking a look at the data
and analysis files provided along side this paper.
7.1 MANUALLY RECORDED DATA
Before the experiment began, the experiment operator would prepare a written worksheet which
would be used to guide the experiment process. This worksheet was filled with the suite and trial
sequence. The worksheet also recorded the subject name, date, the suite temperatures for that
experiment, and the Aversion Point temperature for the no-suite part of the experiment. At the
beginning of the experiment the worksheet would look like the example below:
Table 7-1: Pre-xpetimmnt work sheet preparatim
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The example in table 7-1 shows a subject who was experimented on may 9t, 2003. This subject was
first tested in the Hot suite at 49.5 degrees Celsius, than in the cold suite at 6 degrees Celsius, and
finally without a suite but using the cold Aversion Point temperature. For each set of trials, the
sequence was recorded in the table by order in which the trials were to be given. In the case of the
Hot suite trials, test #2 was given first, followed by test #4, #6, and so on.
As each trial was proceeding, the data for that trial would be written into the worksheet. This data
included the Neutral Point, Aversion Point, overall score rating for the trial, and the preferred trial.
This last data point, the preferred trial, meant that of the last two trials that the subject experienced,
they would prefer to repeat the <trial of choice> again (assuming they had to repeat one of the
trials). For instance, when finished with the no suite trial 5 (which was given 4th in the series), the
subject would be asked whether they would prefer to repeat trial 5 or trial 1 (which was given 3rd in
the series).
Upon the completion of the experiment, the hand recorded portion of the trial would like the
following example:
Table 7-2 : Pcst Experimnt Writtm Work shet
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7.2 COMPUTER RECORDED DATA
The previous section described the data sections which were manually collected. The remaining
data was collected by computer sensors and saved on the computer as a separate data set for each
trial. Each of the trial data files contained 69 data rows which represent 69 different time entrees
over approximately 59 seconds.
Each row in the data file contained a sensor reading from either a temperature sensor or a dial
sensor. Below is a column map for the trial data files:
Table 7-3 : Trial Data File Cdumn Mapping
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Column Data Source
A Trial Time Index (between 0 and 60 seconds)
B Body Core Temperature Sensor (which subject
placed in the mouth) Celsius
C Body Skin Temperature Sensor 1 (placed on
torso breast area on subject's right side) in
Celsius
D Body Skin Temperature Sensor 2 (placed on
torso abdomen area on subject's right side) in
Celsius
E Body Skin Temperature Sensor 3 (placed on
torso abdomen area on subject's right side) in
Celsius
F Body Skin Temperature Sensor 4 (placed on
torso breast area on subject's left side) in Celsius
G Unused
H Discomfort Dial Sensor with values between 0
and 10000
I Suite Temperature Sensor (attached into suite
hosing) in Celsius
J Mixing valve output water temperature in Celsius
K Arm bucket temperature reading in Celsius
L Arm bucket input feed water temperature in
Celsius
M Computer calculated temperature target at the
given time index. This was the temperature
reading the experiment operator is expected to
follow
N Unused
The data in these columns represented all the computer captured data for the trial, and together
with the rest of the 23 trial data files and the manually collected worksheet, represent the full data set
collected in each experiment. Below is a snapshot of a sample data file corresponding to subject 32
cold suite trial 6.
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Figure 7-1: Snapsha cf Subjet 32's Cdd Suite Trial 6 Data File
Note that the snapshot is cut off to the bottom of the screen.
7.3 ORGANIZING A MASTER SUBJECT WORKSHEET
To this point, each subject effectively had 24 distinct data files produced during the experiment,
comprised of 1 manually transcribed worksheet, and 24 computer written trial data files. In order to
create a more manageable data repository, a decision was made to centralize the data for each subject
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into a single worksheet. The worksheet would contain both the general trial information as well as
well as all relevant trial data from each trail data file.
7.3.1 DIAL AND WATER DATA
The first step was to add the water and discomfort dial data to a basic worksheet which
contained the general data at the top. Each trial data file was had specific columns transcribed and
pivoted such that columns that went from top to bottom now ran from left to right. All the trials
with data were transcribed in this fashion (some subjects did not complete all the trials.
Because the water temperature data contained a fluctuating range of temperatures at any one
point in the supply line, a decision was made to add a calculated average row for each trial and to use
the average temperature data as the definitive temperature point. This was due to temperature
fluctuations for both water coming out of the mixing valve and water present in the arm bucket
container. This is certainly an area for improvement in future experiments. Below is a snapshot of
the resulting master worksheet after this step is taken:
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Figure 7-3 : Subjet 32 Cd 6 Data
7.3.2 TEMPERATURE DATA
The moment by moment core temperature data contained some built in noise due to the subject
continuously removing from and inserting the thermometer into their mouth. This caused a
noticeable adjustment period in the first 20 or so seconds of each trial which was not representative
of the final temperature range of the thermometer. Figure 7-3 shows the Celsius temperature
readings across the 69 time indexes. The most linear region in the data is from roughly time index 40
to time index 61. Since this feature in the temperature readings was common across virtually most of
the trials, body core temperatures were transcribed into the master worksheet as an average value
from time index 35 to time index 60.
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Figure 7-4 : Subjet 32 Cdd 6 - Core tempeature rmding aarss tial
The skin body temperature was generally more linear than the core body temperature. An
arbitrary decision and attempt at uniformity, the skin temperature reading for a trial was calculated in
the same manner as the body core temperature, which is the average from time index 35 through 60.
Below is a sample skin temperature reading from sensor 1.
Skin Temperature Reading
24.2
24.15
n.24.1
ES24.05
24
Z23.95
o 23.9
23.85
23.8
1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69
Time Index
Figure 7-5 : Subject 32 Cold 6 - scsor 1 rmdings
Below is a snapshot of the resulting subject 32 worksheet after the temperatures have been
transcribed into the master file.
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Figure 7-6: Subjet 32 maste work shed with tenperature data
7.4 TRIAL DATA NORMALIZATION
A primary research interest of this experiment was in the effect of temperature stimuli on
individual subjects in a personal and unique way. This is why the Trial formulas were partly based on
a subject's perception of their aversion temperature points, the premise being the common
perception that individuals respond differently to different intensities of stimuli. However, primary
research interest was also to observe and extrapolate patterns which can be generalized across the
population.
In order to compare the subjective scale of relative discomfort and response to the temperature
stimuli across multiple subjects, the discomfort dial readings, computer water stimuli and actual
average water temperature readings were normalized onto a fixed scale which could than be
compared across subjects. Only subjective data was normalized for this comparison since other
readings could be compared as is.
The scale chosen for the dial was a number distribution scheme with an average of 50 and a
standard deviation of 10. The scale chosen for the water temperatures was a distribution scheme
with an average of 25 and a standard deviation of 5 (which closely relates to the temperature
readings). We will denote the real non-normalized mean and standard deviation values as Avg, and
StDevr and the normalized values as Avgn and StDevn.
For each of the variables, for example the discomfort dial sensor readings, both the average and
the standard deviation were determined across the whole data set from all 24 trials. For each trial in
the master worksheet, a new row was inserted titled Norm<Field> where <field> is the parameter
being normalized, and for each data point in the non-normalized data set, a new calculated value was
obtained using a basic normalization mathematical formula.
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Because of data processing limitations in Microsoft Excel, the three normalized fields were
contained in 3 different files, each file applying only one of the normalizations. A sample
normalized master worksheet showing the normalized dial readings is illustrated next.
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Figure 7-7 :Subjed 32 masterwvk sheat with ncrmahizai dial data
7.5 INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS AND REGRESSION DATA SET
In order to perform regression analysis to determine the most influential variables on summary
evaluation of the subjects, a dataset was put together formatted for analysis by the StatView math
package. This data set contained the subject and condition columns, the different trials, and several
properties for the stimuli pattern, the online ratings response, and finally the dependant overall
evaluation data. The slope of the various stimuli and online ratings lines was calculated using the
Excel LINEST function.
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Figure 7-8: Sample regressim data fran the Individual Results Database wapilaticn
Subject |Stimuli Suite Typd S-Min S-Max S-Mean S-Slope S-End |OR-Min OR-Max OR-Mean OR-lope OR-End |Evaluation
1 1 1 30.57 32.26217 31.70748 0.018663 32.02958 25.45717 44.57346 38.93247 0.324237 44.41151 40
1 2 1 23.5282 31.44276 27.68453 0.122586 31.44276 25.26797 36.72991 31.60901 0.191018 36.72991 35
1 3 1 15.88251 30.76205 22.62516 0.245688 30.76205 33.05225 59.73837 43.95902 -0.40239 40.93322 70
1 4 1 15.01402 31.43636 23.83149 0.248322 31.43636 34.12076 56.22994 44.70849 -0.37765 42.16086 70
1 5 1 15.3597 30.69377 22.92403 -0.23444 15.3597 33.01331 48.84605 41.52146 -0.2116 48.51755 75
1 6 1 22.54661 32.08506 27.26496 -0.13783 22.54661 42.32497 59.74025 50.77247 -0.30106 42.33744 60
1 7 1 17.86915 32.7551 25.61665 -0.2237 17.86915 50.22576 63.8098 59.51314 -0.20231 51.52854 85
1 8 1 27.13446 31.99117 29.50711 -0.01955 27.13446 49.92985 65.74983 56.93882 -0.07408 54.54061 80
1 2 2 17.32287 29.87649 23.87027 0.219943 28.40625 44.6713 63.79725 56.12919 -0.21801 46.62914 87
1 3 2 15.44079 32.77003 25.74895 0.252721 32.68254 48.03445 65.40517 56.46104 -0.16526 56.49023 90
1 4 2 15.51548 26.99149 23.22992 0.156427 26.56898 44.8158 63.53011 52.41962 -0.38241 44.81876 64
1 5 2 15.85476 21.06143 18.09998 -0.09034 16.05748 52.85879 61.41948 56.82964 0.152123 61.41948 77
1 6 2 16.56961 26.85065 22.01215 -0.1532 16.56961 49.90887 63.33665 54.9563 0.202071 63.33665 80
1 7 2 17.52986 32.39874 23.91502 -0.2259 17.63015 46.40569 60.95152 53.38451 0.177966 60.87949 77
1 8 2 19.22416 32.83192 26.96229 -0.20558 19.22416 45.18908 56.98386 51.86483 0.022626 56.98386 75
2 1 1 30.70643 33.89716 32.15014 -0.02252 31.85423 35.34767 51.1757 36.43588 -0.08083 35.34767 30
2 2 1 23.43965 31.14322 28.05004 0.117059 30.86705 35.33045 51.15553 40.09856 -0.28701 35.33073 30
2 3 1 17.05623 33.3546 24.91654 0.244779 33.3546 35.32793 56.08669 42.60071 -0.20427 54.31965 40
2 4 1 16.87016 33.27038 25.949 0.215954 33.21162 35.32647 58.83555 42.24126 -0.31424 49.72106 35
2 5 1 17.89064 32.05794 23.83565 -0.21819 17.89064 35.31696 65.81395 50.85733 0.425184 61.33669 35
2 6 1 23.4181 32.42422 26.91035 -0.12371 23.4181 35.30608 51.54791 42.9089 0.080891 43.16563 25
2 7 1 18.22558 32.7572 24.11137 -0.21902 18.22558 43.48574 59.09432 47.95092 0.209406 55.35496 40
2 8 1 31.23333 32.9609 32.38706 0.018654 32.9374 35.35859 50.89738 46.21923 -0.28351 35.35899 0
2 1 2 18.64082 32.25577 25.52354 0.206747 32.25577 41.87043 58.59798 47.79239 -0.1499 46.42929 50
2 2 2 17.40097 26.46976 22.72628 0.113016 26.46976 41.42824 55.42888 45.53649 -0.16899 47.4605 50
2 3 2 17.99054 30.82983 24.92511 0.187005 30.82983 52.47181 66.07148 62.60191 0.086486 63.51208 70
2 4 2 18.03559 19.58492 18.9436 0.01521 19.39688 51.21074 65.93339 61.10215 0.14143 65.84936 80
2 5 2 17.06994 20.10789 18.80652 -0.02322 18.92288 58.09644 66.08933 62.95551 0.126365 65.85284 75
2 6 2 16.84665 24.5091 21.0506 -0.10464 16.84665 52.3418 65.85275 61.15434 0.140478 65.84849 85
2 7 2 18.32743 33.54655 25.23458 -0.20255 18.32743 51.24814 58.82588 55.23006 0.058212 57.90628 70
2 8 2 16.96417 33.48192 24.47963 -0.24703 16.96417 45.47922 65.8853 54.31439 0.200163 65.85517 60
3 1 1 30.46847 31.16898 30.8848 -0.00369 30.80658 50.62381 56.45125 53.76976 -0.0756 53.17038 62
3 2 1 23.24881 31.95654 28.0839 0.109808 31.95654 39.67561 51.93544 44.8966 0.149956 51.92958 53
3 3 1 15.65258 31.43217 23.62635 0.206782 31.43217 36.90724 61.64915 47.48697 -0.38249 43.78806 55
7.6 WHY DIFFERENT DATA FILES
Once the subjects master data worksheet was prepared with the full subject's result set (3 files),
the results analysis worksheets were created. All 32 subjects were then collected into a single data
workbook. To maintain manageable data sizes for Microsoft Excel, different analysis calculations
(formulas) portions were kept in different workbooks, with the data analysis worksheets always
following the subject master data worksheets (which were numbered 1 through 32).
The Master Data Workbooks are numbered to illustrate hierarchical relationship. The values
from each preceding workbook are propagated forward to the next Master workbook. For instance,
the average and stdev calculations from Master 1 worksheet are propagated to Master 2 through 4 as
values. Otherwise, Microsoft Excel would slow down significant when trying to process the real time
calculations it must perform to display worksheets.
File Data Content
SubjectData-0-Master-General.xls The 32 Subject Worksheets as raw data without any
calculations
SubjectData-1-Master-StdDev.xls The 32 Subject Worksheets with calculations for average
and standard deviation for each subject along the
discomfort dial readings, calculated stimuli, and actual
stimuli. These trials can be
SubjectData-2-Master-NormDial.xls The 32 Subject Worksheets with calculations for
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normalizing the discomfort dial readings.
SubjectData-3-Master- The 32 Subject Worksheets with calculations for
NormWater.xls normalizing the arm bucket temperature stimuli
readings.
SubjectData-4-Master-Trak.xls The 32 Subject Worksheets with calculations for
normalizing the computer calculated guideline for the
arm bucket temperature stimuli.
7.7 THE AGGREGATE DATA ANALAYSIS
The aggregate data analysis involved focusing on particular aspects of the subject results and
aggregating those aspects so that various trends can be obtained. For instance, one of the
workbooks might contain an analysis of trial scores given that score trends may be relevant. In order
to do that, all the trial score values would be referenced into a single new worksheet and summary
information would be calculated in this new worksheet. A sample snippet of such a worksheet is
displayed below (and is cut off to the bottom and the right).
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Figure 7-9 Trial Scores Canpansm Work she
From this aggregate, other information can be developed and summarized for trends analysis.
The figure below shows a small table of the Average Column from Figure 7-8 and some analysis
charts generated from that table.
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Figure 7-10 : Subject Scres Summary Trmds
7.8 WHERE TO FIND THE ANALYSIS WORKSHEETS
The following chart points out which analysis workbooks are associated with which type of
results analysis:
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File Analysis
SubjectData-Val-Analysis-General.xls Trial Scores, Trial Preferences, NP, AP, Trial Order and
Temperature data all sorted by trial
SubjectData-Val-Analysis-Order.xls Same as SubjectData-... .-General.xls but sorted by
Order, which is to evaluate how order impacted the trial
results.
SubjectData-Val-Analysis-Regresion- Subject/ Condition/ Data Properties database for
4.0.xls regression analysis using StatView.
SubjectData-Val-Dial.xls & Normalized Discomfort Dial Readings for each trial and
accompanying charts and general statistics. The first file
SubjectData-Val-Dial-NoSuite.xls contains Hot and Cold Suite trial data. The second file
analyzes No Suite Hot and Cold AP data.
SubjectData-Val-Trak.xls & Normalized computer calculated stimuli for each trial and
accompanying charts and general statistics. The first file
SubjectData-Val-Trak-NoSuite.xls contains Hot and Cold Suite trial data. The second file
analyzes No Suite Hot and Cold AP data.
SubjectData-Val-Wtr.xls & Normalized actual stimuli for each trial and
accompanying charts and general statistics. The first file
SubjectData-Val-Wtr-NoSuite.xls contains Hot and Cold Suite trial data. The second file
analyzes No Suite Hot and Cold AP data.
7.9 OBTAINING THE ORIGINAL DATA
The original lab workbook can be obtained from Prof. Dan Ariely at MIT Sloan School of
Management. The manually transcribed electronic data and computer trial data files are available for
further study on the accompanying CD-ROM released with this paper.
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8 RESULTS
The following section describes the results obtain from the data analysis of the 32 subjects. The
results will cover how well the actual trials matched the planned trials, what the effects were on the
subject's perception of discomfort, and how the variances in the trials impacted those results. The
results will also include some temperature effects and analysis.
Throughout the results presentation, the main data presented on will be the Average data sets
whether they are the real averages or normalized averages. Due to the large amounts of data
collected, the average results will be quicker and easier to present. The population data will be
presented initially in order to substantiate the average data assertions.
8.1 ACTUAL STIMULI VS. PLANNED STIMULI
The first element to observe when analyzing the results is how well the actual stimuli matched
the planned stimuli.
8.1.1 THE OVERALL STIMULI PATTERNS
The planned stimulus was computer calculated based on the following formulas for starting and
ending temperatures:
Stimuli Number Stimuli Name Start Temp ('C) End Temp ('C)
1 Upl AP 40
2 Up2 (AP + 15)/2 (AP + 40)/2
3 Up3 15 40
4 Up4 15 AP
5 Downl AP 15
6 Down2 (AP + 40)/2 (AP + 15)/2
7 Down3 40 15
8 Down4 40 AP
AP temperature is the Aversion Point temperature, the temperature point at which the subject's
arm feels as uncomfortable as their body. The AP is determined before each trial. However, not all
the trials use the variable and the value may not be consistent across trials in a single subject-suite
condition (meaning the AP might fluctuate between trials with a single subject wearing the Hot
Suite).
8.11..1 The Up and Don Trial analysis
Note that the up and down trails are opposites of each and break along the following stimuli
formula pairs: 1-8, 2-6, 3-7, and 4-5. Much of the analysis will focus on the differences between the
up and down trials within a suite condition as well as across the suite conditions. In order to
compare the up stimuli and down stimuli across suite conditions, it is necessary to do a slightly non-
intuitive comparison where the Hot and No-Suite Hot 1,2,3,4 stimuli trials are compare against the
Cold and No Suite Cold 5,6,7,8 trials. This will be done to preserve the direction of the analysis and
ensure that like stimuli are being compared.
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8.1.1.2 The Stimuli Direaicn A nalysis
A second form of analysis will be based on the overall stimuli pattern grouping regardless of
suite condition and will be used to assess whether overall patterns exist across these conditions. The
trial formulas can be grouped into the following linear stimuli patterns:
. Pl: From high to high temperature (both up and down trials)
. P2: From low to low temperature (both up and down trials)
. P3: From high to low temperature (large slope down trials)
. P4: From low to high temperature (large slope up trials)
. P5: From high to mid temperature (medium slope down trials - hot asymptote)
. P6: From mid to high temperature (medium slope up trials - hot asymptote)
. P7: From low to mid temperature (medium slope down trials - cold asymptote)
. P8: From mid to low temperature (medium slope up trials - cold asymptote)
The patterns allow us to analyze the trials and the results in the context of a 3 by 3 matrix. The
first matrix below will illustrate which trials fall into which categories. The trial sets fell into 4 major
cases: Hot suite with Hot AP, Cold suite with Cold AP, No Suite with Hot AP, and finally No Suite
with Cold AP. In the remainder of the section, we will refer to teach of the trials by short acronyms.
All trials performed in the Host suite will be prefixed with 'H', trials performed in the cold suite
prefixed with 'C', Trials performed without a suite but with a hot AP will be prefixed with 'NH' and
trials performed without a suite but with a cold AP will be prefixed with a 'NC'. This means that
trial H1 follows pattern P1 means that the Trial 1 performed in the Hot Suite follows the stimuli
pattern of high temperature to high temperature. The matrix below shows how the trials categories
into the various stimuli patterns:
Figure 8-1: : Trial Formulas to Patten Rdaticnship for the 4 sets cf trail azses
From Low Medium High
(below)\
To (right)
Low C4 C5 C2 H3 H4 Cl C3
NC4 NC5 NC2 NH3 NH4 NC1 NC3
Medium C6 H2
I NC6 NH2
High H5 H7 C7 C8 H6 HI H8
NH5 NH7 NC7 NC8 NH61 NH1 NH8
This matrix is an additional tool to help identify across all the trials as to how the different
patterns of stimuli rate among themselves. Since within each pattern, there are different suite and AP
conditions, additional analysis could also be done, especially at the 4 corners where significant
numbers of trials are available.
8.1.2 THE COMPUTER CALCULATED TRIAL STIMULI
The following charts show the normalized calculated trial temperature paths with the average
path for each trial on the left and the population paths to the right of the average. As a reminder, the
trial stimuli temperature was normalized on a mean of 25 and a standard deviation of 5 for each
subject.
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Trial 1: No Suite (hot ap) Average Calc Stimuli
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8.1.3 THE ACTUAL STIMULI
The mechanical nature of the experiment apparatus and the manner of construction establishes
variances from the computer calculate trial stimuli. In this section, we will compare the average
actual stimuli to the computer calculated stimuli. Again, the actual stimuli temperature readings were
normalized to an average of 25 with a standard deviation of 5 units.
The charts below have 3 columns, the first being the computer calculated average, the 2nc being
the actual normalized average stimuli for each trial, and the 3rd representing the normalized
population stimuli data which assert the validity of using the average stimuli data in further analysis.
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8.2 TEMPERATURE DATA ANALYSIS
Throughout the administration of the trial stimuli, all the subjects were monitored for health and
safety reasons. We should note that all the test subjects participated in the trial without any short
term and long term trial effects beyond the duration of the actual trial, and during the trial, all
subjects were well within normal physiological state.
Several temperature measurements were taken throughout the trial, and as explain in section 7,
the most linear regions of the temperature readings were averaged and a single temperature reading
assigned for each trial at each of the 5 sensors (which our the mouth and 4 skin sensors). The
following sections will discuss the data results which relate between the trials and the temperatures
recorded during the trails.
8.2.1 CORE BODY TEMPERATURE
The subjects were asked during the trial to use a mouth thermometer to record body core
temperature. About half way through the experiment, the mouth sensor was slightly damaged and
without an opportunity to replace the equipment, the subject experiments continued with a custom
fix for that equipment. Since the data obtain from this sensor appears to differ slightly from before
and after the damage, the results analysis will focus on the subjects which used the properly working
sensor and difference will be illustrated at the end of this subsection. 14 subjects were recorded
using the properly working thermometer and 14 subjects were recorded with the custom fixed
thermometer.
The first set of the analysis will examine the general trends between the Hot, Cold, and No Suite
trial conditions (with temperature in Celsius temperature scale on the graph's y-axis):
Hot Suite Core Temperature Cold Suite Core Temperature No Suite Core Temperature
37.00 3700 370
36. 368 300 1111[q& q4
335.4
35.03 000 35.4'sI5.40" . - 0500
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Avg 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Avr
Trials Trials 
- -- NoSUieCold P - oSuiteHotAP
The trial numbers at the button of the chart are the actual stimuli patterns (pattern 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.).
The results in illustrate that in the Hot Suite and No Suite Hot AP trials, the body core temperature
was higher than the in the Cold Suite and No Suite Cold AP trials. A second measure can be
examined about how the set orders impacted the body temperatures. Set Orders refers to which
suite condition was administered first and which was administered second or third. The notation in
the charts below refers to items such as Hot] which means the Hot Suite condition being
administered as the first trial set.
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Hot Suite, 1st vs. 2nd Session Cold Suite, 1st vs. 2nd Session
37.50 37.50
37.00 37.00 ~
3650 36.50
36.00 36.00
35.50 35.50
35.00 35.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Avg 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Avg
Trials Trials
- Hot Hotl Hot 2 - - Cold - -- Cold 1 Cold 2
The examination of the data points out that the body temperatures were very much impacted by
which trail set was first and which was second. The 2nd trial sets had the lower body temperature
readings. Generally, running the cold suite trail second results in the lowest body temperatures,
while running the hot suite trails first resulted in the highest body temperatures. This correlates to
the overall discomfort scores and dial readings where the highest scores were in fact in the Cold Suite
2nd session. Now let's examine how the no suite conditions compare to the suite conditions (temp co
on y-axis):
In the case of the Hot Suite versus No Suite Hot AP, the no suite condition exhibits the lowest body
temperature, which would suggest that those trial scores receive the highest discomfort, though that
does not appear to be the case. An immediate follow on question is whether the body temperature
averages have any relation to the discomfort trial score averages. The score averages which will be
detailed later in this chapter refers to the Suite Condition average summary evaluation across all 8
stimuli patterns across all subjects.
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Hot Suite vs. no Suite
37.5
37.00 . . . . .
36.50I36.00 .. .
35.50
35.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Avg
Trials
-4 Hot - Hot1 Hot 2 - No Suite
Cold Suite vs. No Suite
37.00 ~
36.50 . ..., ,'
35.50
35.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Avg
Trials
--- Cold N Cold 1 Cold 2 Na Suite
Temperatures Avgs Scores
Condition Avg Condition Avg
NSH 35.98 Cold2 65.43
Cold2 36.01 Cold 59.20
NoSuite 36.13 Hoti 54.00
Cold 36.30 Coldi 52.13
NSC 36.34 Hot 45.10
Hot2 36.38 NSC 44.91
Coldi 36.58 NoSuite 40.54
Hot 36.71 NSH 37.04
Hot1 37.04 Hot2 35.02
Looking at these two tables, it is apparent that overall, there does not appear to be a strong
correlation between body temperature and discomfort scores. However, if the No Suite conditions
are removed from the condition list, a pattern does appear to emerge:
Temperatures Avgs Scores
Condition Avg Condition Avg
Cold2 36.01 Cold2 65.43
Cold 36.30 Cold 59.20
Hot2 36.38 Hoti 54.00
Cold1 36.58 Coldi 52.13
Hot 36.71 Hot 45.10
Hoti 37.04 Hot2 35.02
Not that the only difference between these two charts is that the Hoti and Hot2 conditions are
switched. That aside, the scores averages follow an inverse trend to the core temperature
average.
* THE TRAIL SCORES AND BODY TEMPERATURES DO APPEAR TO BE CORRELATED
WHERE A BODY SUITE STIMULI IS PRESENT.
. It is unclear why the No Suite Hot AP condition receives the lowest body
temperatures?
8.2.1.1 THE DATA RESULTS FROM THE BROKEN THERMOMETER
The full data results with the working and broken thermometer are presented below for reader
comparison:
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Working Core Temperature Thermometer
Trial Hot Cold NoSuite Hot1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Avg
36.68
36.38
36.82
36.79
36.83
36.75
36.74
36.71
36.33
35.82
36.51
36.35
36.34
36.44
36.21
36.37
35.96
35.95
36.22
36.16
36.16
36.18
36.26
36.13
36.96
36.96
37.06
37.17
37.03
36.94
37.04
37.17
Hot2 Cold1 Cold2
36.40 36.66 36.01
35.80 36.22 35.43
36.57 36.66 36.37
36.41 36.73 35.97
36.63 36.55 36.14
36.57 36.65 36.22
36.45 36.53 35.89
36.24 36.66 36.08
36.71 36.30 36.13 37.04 36.38 36.58 36.01 35.98 36.34
Malfunctioning core temperature thermometer
Trial Hot
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
36.12
36.07
35.60
35.91
36.18
36.21
36.30
35.83
Cold NoSuite Hot1
35.64 35.24 37.02
35.77 35.24 36.71
35.64 35.43 36.91
35.80 35.38 36.88
35.71 35.37 37.07
35.67 35.18 36.92
35.78 35.45 36.87
35.77 35.14 37.04
Average 36.03 35.72 35.31 36.93 34.83 35.19 35.56 35.38 35.22
0.68 0.58 0.82 0.11 1.55 1.39 0.45 0.60 1.12
The results indicate that the average temperatures in the malfunctioning sensor data are
consistently lower than the functioning sensor data. However they are not lower necessarily in a
consistent amount. The relationship between the Hot, Cold and No Suite sets appears to be
preserved through the malfunction but the subset conditions do not follow the supported patterns
observed thus far. Due to the unreliability of the data, the malfunctioning sensor data will not be
examined any further, though the original data and analysis worksheets are available upon request.
8.2.2 SKIN BODY TEMPERATURE
During the trials skin temperature readings were taken at four points on the torso: S1, S2, S3,
and S4 corresponding to upper right, lower right, lower left, and upper left front torso quadrants.
The skin temperature was driven by the Suite condition in the Hot and Cold Suite temperatures and
by the body's own temperature regulation during the No Suite conditions. The summary average
temperature trends for each trial under the different conditions are shown as follows (temp Co on y-axis):
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All four skin sensors appear to take similar readings within each of the different Suite conditions.
The general trend in the Hot Suite appears to be a higher skin temperature reading in the first session
versus the 2nd session. The Cold and the No Suite trials appear to heave a mixed pattern among
their sessions depending on where the sensor was placed. The Cold Suite temperatures are generally
skin temperatures are generally close together. In the No Suite temperatures, 3 of the 4 sensors
indicate that the Cold AP trials exhibited a lower skin temperature than the Hot AP trials.
8.3 DISCOMFORT (ONLINE RESPONSE & SUMMARY EVALUATION) VERSUS ACTUAL
STIMULI
Now that the actual stimuli patterns have been compared to the calculated stimuli patterns, the
subject's average discomfort perceptions can be incorporated into the analysis. The following sets of
charts will show for each of the 4 experiment condition set how the various patterns on average
impacted the subjects as a whole population. As a reminder, the online response (discomfort dial)
readings was normalized on an average value of 50 with a standard deviation of 10 units.
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S1 Cold Suite Skin Temperatures
The following charts have 3 columns, the first being the actual average stimuli pattern, the 2nd
being the average population online response reading, and the last being the full population data set
for the online response values for those trials. The scale selected for the online response values in
each set of trials was designed to provide meaningful comparative view within that set.
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From this point on, most of the results analysis will be done with averages, be it averages of
normalized and un-normalized data. The following first analysis piece will be conducted by
partitioning the data into effectively 8 slices. The 4 Hot Suite Up Patterns, 4 No Suite Hot AP
Patterns, the 4 Hot Suite Down patterns, The 4 No Suite Hot AP down patterns and the cold suite
and no suite cold - ap counterparts.
8.3.1 THE BASELINE - HOT SUITE UP TRIALS
Before examining the effects of all the variant conditions of the trials, we will look at what can be
learned and seen from the 4 different up trials in one of the suite conditions, for which we will select
the Hot Suite condition.
The following are the stimuli patterns, online ratings, overall evaluation for the 4 Hot Suite up
stimuli patterns. The trials are labeled T1... T4 which stands for stimuli pattern 1 through 4 and the
y-axis stands for normalized temperature.
Stimuli Online Ratings Overall Evaluation
(stimuli intensity over time) (discomfort over time) (overall discomfort)
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What is evidently noticeable is that the stimuli which stays in the highest intensity the longest
(TI) provides the most discomfort overall and in the online ratings while the stimuli which stays in
longest in the most comfortable stimuli range (T2) provides the lowest average discomfort
evaluation. The apparent double peak of stimuli 3 and 4 can be explained by the double peak of high
intensity stimuli in the low and high temperature range.
" A STEADY INTENSE STIMULI NEAR THE DISCOMFORT POINT OF THE SUBJECT OVER TIME
MAY CAUSE A NOTICABLE INCREASE IN DISCOMFORT OVER TIME
" A STIMULI VARYING IN INTENSITY WILL CREATE DISCOMFORT DIRECTLY VARYING IN
INTENSITY.
* WHILE KEEPING A STEADY STIMULI A, LOWERING STIMULI B INTESSITY WILL LOWER THE
OVERAL DISCOMFORT, AND RAISING STIMULI B INTESNTIY WILL RAISE THE OVERALL
DISCOMFORT.
8.3.2 STIMULI AREA REDUCTION - NO SUITE HOT AP UP TRIALS
The No-Suite Hot AP (NSH) trials differ from the Hot Suite trials by virtue of no body stimuli,
although the mechanics of the two trial sets are very similar, with the aversion point being in the hot
temperature range. The following results show whether removing the body stimuli, or in other
words, reducing the span of the discomfort stimuli, has any effect on the discomfort perception.
Experimental Correction Note: In the No Suite Hot AP tests, Stimuli 8 and Stimuli 1 actually
produced the opposing stimuli than expected, so for the purpose of comparison in this data sets,
stimuli 8 will be used instead of stimuli 1 and vice versa.
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Note that a similar pattern emerges in the No Suite trial. The longer duration higher intensity
stimuli end up with the higher overall discomfort score (see trial 8). The high intensity dual peak
stimuli do result in two discomfort peaks in the online ratings (see trial 4).
* THE LONGER DURATION HIGHER INTENSITY STIMULI RESULT IN OVERALL HIGHER
DISCOMFORT WITHIN THE SAME SUITE CONDITION
* THE HOT AND COLD STIMULI PEAKS RESULT IN TWO DISCOMFORT PEAKS
8.3.2.1 Hot Suite vs. NoSuiteHctAP
Finally, comparing the online ratings and summary evaluation between the trial sets shows that
the smaller stimuli area (No Suite Hot AP condition - NSH) results in a larger amplitude of
discomfort to comfort in the online ratings (OLR), but a lower score in the overall summary
discomfort.
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* ALL ELSE BEING EQUAL, SUMMARY EVALUATION IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE AREA
OF THE STIMULI BEING APPLIED, SAID DIFFEREINTLY, THE SUMMARY
EVALUATION IS PROPORATIONAL TO THE RATIO OF THE PAIN TO PLEASURE
* AMPLITUDE OF COMFORT TO DISCOFORT IN REAL TIME PERCPETION OF
DISCOMFORT IS INVERSLY PROPORTIONAL TO THE AREA OF THE STIMULI
* GENERALY SPEAKING, REPEATING A STIMULI PATTERN WILL CAUSE A REPEATING
ONLINE RESPONSE PATTERN
8.3.3 STIMULI MIRRORING -NO SUITE HOT AP DOWN TRIALS
A common question asked in this research is whether two equal stimuli patterns in opposite
directions deliver the same overall discomfort and correlated online ratings perception. Using the
No Suite Hot AP Up trials as a baseline, we will compare against the corresponding No Suite Hot
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AP down trials. Again, due to results differences in stimuli generation, Trial 1 will be used instead of
Trial 8 since it ends up delivering the desired stimuli pattern for this analysis:
Stimuli
(stimuli intensity over time)
Trial 1 : No Suite (hot ap) Average Actual Stimuli
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Note that based on T7 and T5, the
discomfort intensity.
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cold discomfort intensity is much higher than the hot
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0 INTENSE COLD STIMULI IS HIGHER DISCOMFORT THAN INTENSE HOT STIMULI
8.3.3.1 Canpariscn. Up vs Down Trials in theNo Suite Hot A P wnditin
In order to make the results more apparent, a side by side comparison follows:
Up OLR
(discomfort over time)
Down OLR
(discomfort over time)
Up Sum
(overall discomfort)
Trial I : No Suite (hot ap) Average Discomfort
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(overall discomfort)
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First off, the mirroring effect appears as predicted. If a particular stimulus is changed from
ascending to descending sequence, the online ratings reflect that changing pattern by creating a
mirrored discomfort results. Secondly, note that across each stimuli pair, although the discomfort
area delivered by both stimuli is equal, the one which ends in the higher discomfort intensity receives
the higher score.
" REALTIME DISCOMFORT PERCEPTION WILL MIRROR ACROSS TIME IF A STIMULI
PATTERN IS REVERSE ACROSS TIME
* THE DISCOMFORT LEVEL AT THE END OF A MEASURED PERIOD IMPACTS THE
OVERAL SUMMARY EVALUATION OF THAT PERIOD DIRECTLY
8.3.4 STIMULI POLARITY INVERSION - COLD SUITE DOWN TRIALS
This analysis focuses on how switching the polarity of the stimuli from Hot to Cold changes the
overall response and the summary evaluation. Using the Hot Suite up trials as a baseline, we will
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compare them to the Cold Suite Down trials which displays the effect of the polarity reversal in
stimuli. This is so because rather than always moving towards an intense HOT stimuli with varying
slopes, we are now moving down towards an intense COLD stimuli with similarly varying slope
changes as are illustrated by the following stimuli comparisons:
Hot Suite Up Trials Stimuli Cold Suite Down Trials Stimuli
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Immediately noticeable is that the polarity difference causes a substantial jump in discomfort.
Both the online ratings and the summary evaluation are offset to higher numbers although the shape
produced by the online ratings is similar to that produced by the Hot Suite trials.
* SUBJECTS HAVE HIGHER DISCOMFORT IN INTENSE COLD STIMULI THAN INTENSE
HOT STIMULI.
* SUBJECT OVERALL DISCOMFORT IS PROPRTIONAL TO THE DURATION AND
INTENSITY DIFFERENCE SPENT AWAY FROM THE INTENSE COLD STIMULI
" TO LOWER DISCOMFORT UNDER A COLD BODY STIMULI, HIGHER THAN NORMAL
TEMPERATURE MUST BE DELIVERED IN THE ARM STIMULI
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(overall discomfort)
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8.3.4.1 Ccnparisam: Intose Hot vs. Intose Cdd Stimuli rdative to suite wnditiai
The following compares the online ratings and scores between the Up Trials in the hot suite and
the Down Trials in the Cold Suite conditions. In both cases, the stimuli pattern is moving from the
discomfort opposite the suite setting and towards the suite discomfort temperature.
Hot Suite OLR Cold Suite OLR HS Sum NSH Sum
(discomfort over time) (discomfort over time) (overall discomfort) (overall discomfort)
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8.4 STIMULI AND ONLINE RATINGS CORRELATION
As we've seen from the various properties of the stimulus and response, the 8 stimuli patterns
(TI - T8) form 4 continuous stimuli pairs in each of the different body suit conditions. This section
will continue to analyze these properties across the complete stimuli-response data set.
Example 1: The following are a few examples of stimuli response pairs which illustrates well the
effects of inverting the stimulus and how the subject's discomfort tracks in response. An example of
a High to Low to High in a No Suite Cold AP condition (intensity[y] over time[x]):
NH7 Stimuli
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The NH7-NH3 stimulus response example above illustrates how in the absence of a Body
stimuli, the cold temperature points provide significant discomfort while the medium and high
temperature points give a less than average discomfort level. This example also shows-stimulus
response mirroring, and also hints at a possible phase shifting in the response relative to the stimulus.
Example 2: Here is a different stimuli pattern of Low to Medium to Low stimulus in the Cold
Suite condition (intensity[y] over time[x]):
C2 Stimuli C6 Stimuli
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This example shows two peaks in the discomfort response, the high discomfort associated with
low stimuli and a low discomfort associated with the medium stimuli. The stimuli mirroring effect is
still evident in the response as is a hint of phase shifting shown in the C2 Response graph at the left
peak.
Example 3: This is a sample of a stronger stimulus from example 2 which shows a Low to High
to Low stimuli still in the Cold Suite condition (time on the [x-axis]).
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This example illustrates a new difference in the response, a 2nd high discomfort peak right
between the end of C3 and the beginning of C7. In effect, this response pattern generates 3 peaks,
the 1st up peak accounts for the extreme low stimuli. The second down peak, accounts for the more
comfortable medium stimuli, and the 3rd up peak accounts for the extreme high stimuli. One item of
note is that under a Cold Suite body stimulus, the extreme high stimulus is not as uncomfortable as
the extreme low stimuli. As before, stimuli mirroring is also evident in this graph as well as some
phase shifting in the response.
Example 4: The previous example makes it worth while to examine a similar example in the Hot
Suite condition. The following is of a Low to High to Low stimuli in the Hot Suite Condition:
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This example also illustrates the 3 peaks found in example 3, but this time, the Hot and Cold
Stimuli peaks are of approximately equal discomfort. There are a few very interesting observations
when comparing this example with example 3.
T Example 4 suggests that given a Hot Suite body stimuli, the high and low stimuli
provide roughly similar discomfort.
* Both the high and low stimuli response peaks in example 4 have the discomfort
value of the high response peak at example 3, while the low response peak in
example 3 has a substantially higher value.
a The down peak marking the Medium stimuli response value in example 4 is lower
than the value in example 3.
8.4.1 STIMULI RESPONSE WAVE PATTERNS
The following is a set of charts showing how the different stimuli waves discovered above
influence the subject's response under the various Suite conditions. Each stimuli and response wave
has the source trials listed in the chart legend. The stimuli charts are at the top and bottom of the
chart set followed next by the online ratings response charts in the middle for comparison and finally
the overall evaluation scores in the middle.
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8.4.1.1 The Ht and Cdld Suite Wave Patterns
Hot Suite Response Wave Patterns Cold Suite Response Wave Patterns
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The cold suite wave patterns exhibit higher discomfort peaks, though the general wave patterns
do appear to be preserved between the two conditions and just shifted up in the case of the cold
suite. Note that in the cold suite condition patterns, the discomfort peak caused by Hot stimuli is
lower than the discomfort caused by the Cold stimuli while in the Hot Suite condition, they are
roughly equal discomfort.
8.4.1.2 TheH andNoSuiteHotAP Wave Patterns
Hot Suite Response Wave Patterns No Suite (hot ap) Response Wave Patterns
70 70~
65 65
60 EH H8 60
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The main observation difference between the two response forms is that the No Suite condition
has a larger amplitude, meaning that discomfort differences are more pronounced when the subject is
not wearing a suite. The mean value and phase of the waves looks fairly consistent between the two.
The difference in the expression of the H1-H6 and NH1-NH6 response waves can be explained by
the slightly different stimuli waves where the NH1 -NH6 stimuli has more of a wave pattern than the
Hot Condition.
One anomaly is the NH6-NH2 case which seems to have a double peak commonly exhibited so
far mostly in the Cold to Hot stimuli. This anomaly suggests that in the absence of a body stimulus
such as the Hot or Cold Suite, the subjects feel most comfortable between the Hot and Medium
temperature stimuli.
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8.4.1.3 The Cdd and No Suite Cdd A P Wave Pattens
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The Cold Suite and No Suite wave patterns maintain a very similar wave shape, with the no suite
response patterns appearing to be shifted down in discomfort (meaning less uncomfortable) and also
containing a larger amplitude, meaning that the difference between comfort and discomfort is more
pronounced.
8.4.1.4 The No Suite Cditicns Wave Patterns
No Suite (hot ap) Response Wave Patterns No Suite (cold ap) Response Wave Patterns
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Under the no suite conditions, the different response patterns appear to occupy the same
discomfort range. Common to both patterns, the cold stimuli seems to provide the generally higher
discomfort with the exception of prolonged high stimuli. The Cold to Hot stimuli in both charts
exhibit the double discomfort peak (they are phase shifted so it's a little difficult to see).
The following conclusions can be established from the stimuli response wave pattern:
* COLD STIMULI CAUSE MORE DISCOMFORT THE HOT STIMULI UNDER ALL
CONDITIONS
* WITHOUT A BODY STIMULUS, THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COMFORT AND
DISCOMFORT IS MORE PRONOUNCED.
* COLD BODY STIMULI CAUSES MORE DISCOMFORT THAN HOT BODY STIMULI OR
NO BODY STIMULI
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8.5 GENERAL TRIAL RESULTS PATTERNS
This section will explore the general trial data such as how the subjects scored each trial (known
as the overall response), which trials were preferred over other trials, how neutral points were
impacted by the different trials, and finally how the aversion points were expressed in the different
trial sets. The results in this section were organized by Stimuli Number and grouped by the body
suite / AP condition. In some instances, the body suite conditions were broken down even further
in order to examine the effects of running a cold suite trial before a hot suite trial and vice versa.
As an aside note, the data in this section was not normalized and will allow verification as to
whether the un-normalized data displays the same result trends as the normalized data from the
previous section. For each one of the sections below, the data from all the subjects was collected
and organized into rows corresponding to each trial and suite condition. An average was taken for
each trial and summarized in a table such as the following table for trial scores:
Trial Scores Results Summary
Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Hot
49.88
42.38
45.34
47.02
41.81
35.28
44.72
54.41
Cold
52.00
54.44
56.00
66.88
72.59
64.47
56.22
50.97
NoSuite
37.15
31.26
38.44
50.04
53.11
36.44
37.67
40.19
Hoti
59.06
51.94
53.41
56.32
48.88
43.59
52.88
65.94
Hot2
39.47
31.53
36.20
36.47
33.80
25.87
35.47
41.33
Cold1
45.13
45.47
49.27
60.40
66.93
60.67
47.33
41.80
Cold2
58.06
62.35
61.94
72.59
77.59
67.82
64.06
59.06
NSH
36.00
25.27
35.60
40.07
45.47
29.87
38.80
45.27
NSC
38.58
38.75
42.00
62.50
62.67
44.67
36.25
33.83
Average 45.10 59.20 40.54 54.00 35.02 52.13 65.43 37.04 44.91
in this table, there are 4 additional conditions not discussed prior - the Hoti, Hot2, Coldi, and
Cold2, which correspond to the conditions when a hot suite trials were performed first before the
cold suite trials (hot1 and cold2), or when the cold suite trials were performed before the hot suite
trials (cold1 and hot2). From this table, different results graphs will be presented. Such as a graph
which shows how the hot trial overall response differed when the hot trials were performed as the
first set or the second set (shown below).
--- All Hot Hot Trials 1st * Hot Trials 2nd I
(scores on y-axis)
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Hot Trial Scores: 1st vs 2nd Sessions
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8.5.1 TRIAL SUMMARY EVALUATION (TRIAL SCORES)
At the end of each trial, the subject was asked to rate the overall discomfort of the trail
(accounting for the full 60 seconds of the trial). The subsections below show how the subject rated
each of the trial sets.
8.5.2 THE GENERAL SCORE TRENDS
Following from our earlier conclusions we can strong evidence again that the cold suite trials
provided the largest amount of discomfort while the no suite trials appear as a group to have
provided the least amount of discomfort, with the hot suite trials being somewhere in between. Note
that the last data point to the right in each chart is the average of all the trials (summary evaluation on y-
axis).
Hot Suite Avg Scores
80.00
75.OD
70.00
30.00
5T5.00
Cold Suite Avg Scores
55.00
30.00
Trial
No Suits Avg Scores
7 .00
70.0:
3000
Trial
Another interesting aspect of the score average patterns is that the non-normalized scores for the
hot and cold suite condition each trial in the aggregate show a markedly similar pattern to the mean
the average online response values for the same trials (not shown). The no-suite trials were not
included in this analysis, but exhibited the same patterns. The No Suite condition on the right
appears as somewhat of a combination between the Hot and Cold suite pattern, which is due the
condition being a composite between the No Suite Hot AP and No Suite Cold AP conditions. The
broken down sub patterns look as follows (summary evaluation on y-axis):
No Suite Trials: Hot vs. Cold AP
65.00
60.00
66.00
30.00 - 2 3 4 \.7 "
The Cold AP looks like the Cold Suite condition and the Hot AP looks like the Hot Suite
condition, which in itself is consistent with everything concluded thus far.
* THERE IS A CORRELATION BETWEEN THE AVERAGE TRIAL SCORES AND THE
AND THE AVERAGE ONLINE RESPONSE VALUES FOR EACH TRIAL ACROSS THE
HOT AND COLD SUITE CONDITIONS. (THIS IS ALSO SUPPORTED IN THE NO SUITE
CONDITIONS BUT NOT SHOWN)
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* GIVEN THE PREVIOUS STATEMENT, THER IS A CORRELATION BETWEEN THE
AVERAGE SUMMARY EVALUATION AND THE STIMULI INTENSITY PATTERNS
A second question arises as to whether the discomfort scores for the Hot and Cold suite
condition change dependant on which test condition is performed before the other. The following
charts show the breakdown necessary to answer that question (summary evaluation on y-axis):
Cold Trial Scores: 1st vs. 2nd Sessions
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The answer is a verifiable yes. In the case of the hot suite, the subjects who experience the hot
suite condition second gave lower scores for the trials than the subjects who tried the suite first.
The reverse happened in the Cold suite condition, where the subjects gave a higher discomfort score
on the experiments where the Cold Suite was warn after the warm suite.
One element which may explain this reaction is that the hot suite trials caused sweating to occur
during the 45 minutes of the trial. Performing the cold suite trials after the hot suite trials caused an
amplification of discomfort which raised the average discomfort per trial by almost 20 points.
In the case of the Hot Suite trials performed 2nd, the lower scores tends to indicate that the hot
condition provided some discomfort relief, even though the cold suite scores discomfort are lower
going 1st, than going 2nd.
* WET AND COLD IS WORSE THAN DRY AND COLD
* EXTREME HOT IS BETTER AFTER EXTREME COLD
* THE HOT SUITE FIRST, COLD SUITE 2ND SEQUENCE ACHIEVES THE HIGHEST
SUSTAINED DISCOMFORT PERCEPTION
* THE COLD SUITE 1ST, HOT SUITE 2ND SEQUENCE, ACHIEVESE THE LOWEST
SUSTAINED DISCOMFORT PERCEPTION.
Lastly, it is worth examining how the no suite trails stacked against the suite stimuli conditions
(summary evaluation on y-axis).
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In both cases, the No Suite average scores have a discomfort level comparable to the less
comfortable of the suited trial sets. It should be noted, that the No Suite Cold AP discomfort is
somewhat lower than any of the cold suite scores while the No Suite Hot AP is more closely tracking
the Hot Suite trials which were performed after the cold suite trials. Summing up all the previous
score analysis is the following overall average discomfort table:
Scores
Condition
Cold2
Cold
Hot1
Coldi
Hot
NSC
NoSuite
NSH
Hot2
Avg
65.43
59.20
54.00
52.13
45.10
44.91
40.54
37.04
35.02
The chart clearly shows that the Cold Suite second session is the most uncomfortable while the
Hot Suite first session and No Suite Hot AP were the least uncomfortable overall.
The final measure to examine the score averages is in the full context of the 8 stimuli patterns.
The 3x3 matrix is organized by stimuli types and serves to illustrate which stimuli patterns regardless
of body stimuli create the most and least discomfort. As a reminder, we will list how the trials are
classified in the matrix.
Stimuli Pattern Table
From To Low Medium High
Low C4 C5 C2 H3 H4 C1 C3
NC4 NC5 NC2 NH3 NH4 NCl NC3
Medium C6 H2
NC6 NH2
High H5 H7 C7 C8 H6 N__ HI H8
NH5 NH7 NC7 NC8 NH6 NH1 NH8
All the scores are then imported into the appropriate cell location yielding the following matrix:
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Trial Scores Divided into stimuli patterns
From To Low Medium High
Low 66.88 72.59 54.44 45.34 47.02 52.00 56.00
62.50 62.67 38.75 35.60 40.07 38.58 38.75
Medium 64.47 42.38
44.67 25.27
High 41.81 44.72 56.22 50.97 35.28 49.88 54.41
45.47 38.80 36.25 33.83 29.87 36.00 45.27
That is reduced by taking averages within each sub bucket:
H, C, NH, NC Suite Case Averages
From To Low Med High
Low 69.73 54.44 46.18 54
62.58 38.75 37.83 38.67
Medium 64.47 42.38
44.67 25.271
High 43.27 53.59 35.281 52.14
_ 42.13 35.04 29.87[ 40.63_
A Quadrant
H C
NH INC
That is again reduced to a pattern average:
Score Pattern Averages
From To Low Med High
Low 66.16 46.59 44.17
Medium 54.57 33.82
High 143.51 32.57 46.39
That can be sorted into a vector from high to low scores:
Sorted Score j
Patrn Value
LL 66.16
ML 54.57
LM 46.59
HH 46.39
LH 44.17
HL 43.51
MH 33.82
HM 32.57
Note that the most uncomfortable 3 entrees are governed by the lowest stimuli levels while the
most comfortable 3 scores are governed by the high and medium temperature stimuli. Again, the
results are consistent with previous analysis.
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8.5.3 TRAIL PREFERENCES
At the end of each trial, the subject was asked which of the last two trials they would repeat if
they had to repeat one of the trials. Their answer was recorded as the trial preference for that trial.
The data from all the subjects and all the trials was collected and aggregated into a table which
contained the number of times a particular trial was preferred over another trail in the different suite
conditions. The trial count data mostly reinforced the scores where trials which scored higher on
discomfort were tended to be selected less often as the preferred trials, and vice versa.
The one exception to note is the No Suite Hot AP trial sets. These trials provided slightly more
unpredictable results while maintaining some common pattern themes. For instance, trials 2 and 6
were the most preferred and trial 8 was the least. The absolute scores are less relevant here because
the data set size for each group was different, and the score range for each set is a reflection of the
data set size (number of times trial was preferred on y-axis).
Hot Suite Trial Preference Counts
45
40
30 ,
25
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Trial
No Suite Hot AP Preference Counts
25
20
Is
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Trial
The matrix stimuli analysis yields the following results:
Pattern Averages
From Low Med High
To
Low 9.5 25 22.38
Med 14 24
High 21.75 29.5 13.5
Trial Preferences Sorted
Patrn Value
LL 9.5
HH 13.5
ML 14
HL 21.75
LH 22.38
MH 24
LM 25
HM 29.5
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Cold Suite Trial Preference Counts
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This indicates that the most liked trials are in fact the ones which end with a medium stimulus or
start with a medium stimulus and have end in a high stimulus. The least liked trials are the extreme
stimuli in both low and high stimuli cases. Any stimuli pattern that has at least one end point in
common always prefers the high (hot) over the low (cold). For instance, HM is preferred over LM.
8.5.4 NEUTRAL TEMPERATURE POINTS
Before each trial, the subject was asked to identify the neutral point temperature, that is the
temperature where the arm stimuli was at its most comfortable relative to the body stimuli or just in
general (in the case of the no suite stimuli). This is the first area of data which is not directly
dependant on the trial stimuli, since this data is collected before each trial (temp Co on y-axis).
Hot Suite Avg NP
24.00
2650ri.
Trial
No Suite NP lot vs. Cold AP
38.00 i o 38 .
X300
a 0 0 5 6
34.00P COO
The Neutral Point temperature charts show that generally the Hot Suite trials caused the subjects
to experience lower neutral points while the cold suite trials caused the subjects to experience higher
neutral point temperatures. Other than the high level correlation, there does not seem to be any
particular pattern correlating NP to trial stimuli. The No Suite chart on the right suggests that in the
absence of a body stimulus, the Neutral Point is also impacted by whether the Hot and Cold AP is
used.
A second question can be asked as to whether the Suit condition set order has an impact on the
Neutral Points, the answer of which is a resounding positive. As in before, the trials conducted 2nd
illicit a higher reaction on average from the subject even as it comes to the Neutral Point temperature
(temp Co on y-axis):
In the Cold Suite trials conducted second, the subject addresses the extra discomfort by adjusting
the neutral points higher than they otherwise would choose, meaning, it takes a higher stimuli
temperature to provide the best comfort. In the case of the Hot Suite condition performed first, the
subject is seeking a lower neutral point to reach the best possible comfort. The Hot Suite trials
performed second appear to have some cold conditioning which allows the subject feel comfortable
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at a higher arm stimulus. In general, the second sessions have a higher neutral point than the first
sessions.
Examining the No Suite trials yields an interesting observation (temp Co on y-axis):
Hot Trial NP: Suite vs. No Suite
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The Cold Suite and No Suite Cold AP conditions do not seem to have much divergence in the
temperature band which contains data. In contrast, the Hot Suite and No Suite Hot AP has a clear
separation between the no suite condition and the suite condition.
* THE NEUTRAL POINT TEMPERATURE APPEARS TO BE RELATED TO THE STIMULI
PATTERNS BY SUITE CONDITIONS
* THE NO SUITE CONDITION SUGGEST THAT THE NEUTRAL POINT IS ALSO RELATED
TO THE HOT AND COLD AP TEMPERATURE POINTSS USED IN THE TRIALS
* THE 2ND SESSION NETURAL POINTS APPEAR TO BE HIGHER THAN THE 1ST SESSION
NEUTRAL POINTS IN THE HOT AND COLD SUITE CONDITIONS
8.5.5 AVERSION TEMPEARATURE POINTS
Before each trial, the subject was asked to identify the Aversion Point temperature, which was
used in most of the trials to formulate a starting point for each arm stimuli. Since this is asked with
reference before hand to the hot and cold temperatures, this section is fairly straight forward (temp co
on y-axis).
Hot Suite Avg NP
42.00
41420
40.80
4060
Trial
Cold Suite Avg NP
17.50
17.00 HI
Trial
No Suite NP Hot vs. Cold AP
The chart displays what exactly what is expected. The Hot Suite trails contain hot AP temperatures
in no particular pattern, same for the Cold Suite Trials and again the same for the No Suite trails.
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Now let's examine what the Aversion Point
(temp Co on y-axis).
Hot Trial NP: 1st vs 2nd Sessions
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temperature when they are analyzed with Suite set order
This is the first instance where the set order of the trails does not make a significant difference
on how the Aversion Point is perceived. This would mean that generally, the subject is well tuned to
the discomfort similarity between the body and the arm. The hot suite discomfort appears more
stable than the cold suite discomfort (temp Co on y-axis).
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The examination of how the body or no-body stimuli conditions impact the aversion point
demonstrate that the body stimuli, hot or cold, induces a lower tolerance of a more extreme aversion
point. Meaning, subjects wearing the Hot Suite register a lower Hot AP than the subjects without
the suite.
* THE SUBJECT TOLERATES A MORE INTENSE AVERSION POINT TEMPERATURE IN THE
ABSENSE OF A BODY STIMULUS.
8.6 TRIAL ORDER ANALYSIS
Another analysis of the general results centers around whether the trial order had any effect on
the discomfort perception or the thermometer sensor readings. In order to analyze this aspect of the
trials, the aggregate sum data was calculated across orders instead of across trials.
For example, to see if order had any effect on discomfort trial scores, the scores of all the trials
which were conducted first in the Hot Suite condition would be averaged, same with all the trials
conducted second, and so on and so forth. Under a random score distribution, with a sufficiently
large sample size, one would expect the averages to be roughly the same value since those are the
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average values from all the different trials which were conducted in that particular sequence slot. A
deviation from this hypothesis would indicate that order may in fact make a difference. The order
impact analysis will be shown for general trial data such as the scores, preferences, NP, and AP
temperatures, as well as for the temperature sensor readings.
In order to view how the trials were distributed in the order sequence, a composite table was
built which shows for each trial how many times it was conducted in a particular order slot in the trial
set. The resulting data set for one of the conditions, the Hot Suite condition looks as follows:
This graph illustrates that Hot Suite trial 1 (blue diamond) was conducted 8 times as the first
trial, 1 time as the second trial, 3 times as the 3rd trial, 0 times as the 5th or 6th trial, and 8 times again
as the 7th trial, and 7 times as the 8t trial. That means that Hot Suite trial 1 has an order average
value of 4.72, where 4 would be perfectly average. Performing this analysis on the different suite and
no suite conditions, we arrive at a chart that shows the average order distribution for all the trials:
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Each point on this chart represents the average order value that a particular trial had for a
particular condition (of the 3 main conditions and 2 no suite sub conditions). From this chart, you
can see that Trial 4 in the cold suite condition was on average right in the middle of the order
sequence of trials. Given most of the other trials have a similar value (+ or - 1), it is reasonable that
the distributions of those trials was spread from 1 to 8. For instance, if trial 1 was conducted first
most, it would likely end up with a lower average score than the other trials.
However, from these chart, it is evident that trial 6 was conducted later in then average and trial
8 was conducted earlier in the test than average.
8.6.1 GENERAL TRIAL DATA
8.6.1.1 ORDER EFFECT ON TRIAL SCORES
The order analysis of trial scores shown below shows that in the hot and cold suite conditions,
the initial 1 or 2 trials received a lower discomfort score on average (summary evaluation on y-axis).
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This would indicate that it takes one or two trials for the subjects to develop a stable mental
model of comfort and discomfort in the experiment. The No Suite condition shows in the Cold AP
case, the subject initially feels more discomfort on average, but that somewhat subsides in the middle
trials and returns towards the end of the trial. This would indicate that the length of the trial set can
skew the discomfort results. This is also noticeable in the first and second session analysis shown
as follows (summary evaluation on y-axis):
Hot T rial Order Scores: 1st vs 2nd Cold Trial Order Scores: 1st vs. 2ndSessions
Sessions
670.0060.00 """'0'k.~65.00 z
50.00 60.00
05~ ~'t~ 0 'ooo 0  55.00 -
c 40.00
350.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Trials Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Trials Order
. All Hot Hot Trials 1st Hot Trials 2nd -0 Cold - -- Cold 1 Cod2
The different sessions also show that the initial trial discomfort are gauged lower than the
majority of the trials in the middle and end of each set. Other than the initial trial pattern, there does
not seem to be any other obvious emergent pattern regarding order and effect on discomfort scores.
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* THE INITIAL 1 OR 2 TRIALS GENERALLY RECEIVE A LOWER DISCOMFORT SCORE
THAN LATER TRIALS.
8.6.1.2 ORDER EFFECT ON NEUTRAL POINT TEMPERATURE
The neutral point is measured before each trial. The following charts who how order impacted
the neutral point temperature in the different conditions (temp Co on y-axis):
NP Order Effect: Hot Suite
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The data supports the observation that the initial neutral point established by the subject is lower
than the remainder of the trials. It is evident that the cold conditions (suite and no-suite) have
different neutral point characteristics than the hot condition. In the cold condition there is a
dramatic rise in the neutral point temperature while in the hot conditions, the neutral point might
oscillate but maintain a somewhat constants range of temperatures. The following charts
demonstrate whether the session orders had any impact on the neutral point (temp Co on y-axis):
NP Order Effect: Cold Suite 1st vs. 2nd
Sessions
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37.50
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NP Order Effect: Hot Suite 1st vs. 2nd
Sessions
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The session based analysis seems to generally hold the same pattern (with the exception of Cold
1) that the initial trial temperature are lower than the remainder of the trials. The Cold Suite 1st
session seems to be an exception where the neutral points are oscillating in a divergent pattern, the
cause of which is unclear.
* THE INITIAL TRIAL GENERALLY RECEIVES A LOWER NEUTRAL POINT TEMPERATURE
THAN LATER TRIALS.
* THE HOT CONDITIONS HAVE A MORE STABLE TREND THAN THE COLD CONDITIONS
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8.6.1.3 ORDER EFFECT ON AVERSION POINT TEMPERATURE
The order analysis for the aversion point temperature provides a similar pattern to that seen
before where the first trial results are not indicative of the overall trend (temp Co on y-axis):
AP Order Effect: Hot Suite AP Order Effect: Cold Suite
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The pattern also maintains itself for the most part between the different sessions (temp Co on y-axis):
AP Order Effect: Hot Suite 1st vs. 2nd vs. No
Suite Sessions
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In nearly all the cases, outside from the initial couple of trials, the trend of the aversion point is
to increase slightly over time both in the Hot and Cold conditions. In the Hot conditions, this means
the subject is willing to tolerate slight increments in stimuli to achieve the same discomfort level,
while in the Cold conditions, the subject is willing to tolerate less stimuli to indicate a similar
discomfort level.
* THE FIRST TRIAL VALUES ARE NOT INDICATIVE OF THE AVERAGE VALUE IN THE
REMAINDER OF THE TRIALS.
* THE AVERSION POINT APPEARS TO HAVE A TREND OF SLIGHT INCREASE OVER TIME
IN ALL CONDITIONS.
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8.6.2 TEMPERATURE READINGS
The last aspect of the results analysis will examine whether the trial order had any effect on body
and skin temperatures.
8.6.2.1 ORDER EFFECT RELATED TO BODY CORE TEMPERATURES
This analysis will ignore the data gathered after the core thermometer malfunction, though this
data is available and has been shown to illustrate the same principal patterns discussed in this section.
The following is a average summary of the core temperature by trial condition and session. If there
was no order effect on core temperature, than we would expect to see straight lines going across in
these graphs (temp Co on y-axis).
Body Core Temp Hot Conditions
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35.00
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Body Core Temp Cold Conditions
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The core temperature graphs clearly show an initially rising body temperature across the different
conditions, with the Cold conditions at a generally higher temperature than the Hot conditions. The
core body temperature exhibits a similar trend to the AP and NP temperatures where the initial trial
readings are not indicative of the overall trends in the remainder of the trials.
* THE BODY CORE TEMPERATURE APPEARS TO HAVE A TREND OF SLIGHT INCREASE
OVER TIME IN ALL CONDITIONS
* THE INITIAL BODY CORE TEMPERATURE READINGS IN EACH TRIAL SET ARE NOT
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE STEADY STATE PATTER OF CORE TEMPREATURE FOR THE
REMAINDER OF THE TRAIL SET..
8.6.2.2 ORDER EFFECT RELATED TO SKIN TEMPERATURE
Finally, let's examine how trial order had skin temperatures may be correlated. The 4 skin
temperature readings for the various test conditions are provided below (temp Co on y-axis):
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The data clearly shows that skin temperature in the Hot "Suite condition takes about 1 to 2 trials
(about 10 minutes) to reach a steady state while the Cold Suite condition takes about 4 to 5 trials
(about 20 minutes) to reach a steady skin temperature. The no Suite conditions appear to be
somewhat similar to each other and stable relative to the Suite conditions, however a closer look
indicates the following (temp Co on y-axis):
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The No Suite conditions show a slight increase in skin temperature with the Hot AP condition
providing a slightly higher skin temperature than the Cold AP condition. Note that the body skin
temperature is impacted by the suite and ambient air/cloth temperature around the subject.
0 THE BODY CORE AND SKIN TEMPEATURE TAKES ABOUT 10-20 MINUTES TO REACH A
STEADY STATE.
8.6.3 CORRELATION OF ORDER TO TEMPEARTURE AND TRIAL RESULTS
The temperature analysis provides an angle as to how the subjects overall scoring and discomfort
perceptions are changing over time in response to their body and arm stimuli states. The charts on
the next page show a representative body and core trend lines and their correlating score, NP, and
AP charts.
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Some interesting observations come out in this comparison. Notice how the NP and AP
temperature charts are correlated in trend. The Hot AP and NP appear to be similar charts both
starting initially lower than the steady state and than oscillating towards the steady state point. The
Cold Suite AP and NP charts show a similar trend when the Cold Suite AP chart is reflected upon
the X Axis. The NP and AP charts themselves correlate in general to the Skin and Core temperature
trends which also reach a steady state within 2 to 4 trials (or about 10-20 minutes). The scores trends
seem to track the skin temperature trends.
* THE DISCOMFORT SCORE, NP AND AP AVERAGES SEEM TO BE CORRELATED TO THE
SKIN TEMPERATURE STATE
8.7 INDIVIDUALIZED RESPONSE PREDICTORS
The final piece of analysis centered around piecing apart attributes of the Stimuli and Online
Ratings in order to determine which attributes on average can be the best predictors of how the
stimuli or online ratings profile changes the overall evaluation scores. In order to accomplish this
analysis, a database was composed where each row contained the subject, trial, and suite condition as
a key, and a number of attributes of the trial as a set of columns for that row. Those attributes
included the normalized statistics about the Stimuli such as minimum value, maximum value, star
value, end value, average, and slope value. The same types of attributes were also included for the
online ratings profile of that trial. The last piece of data was the overall ratings for the trial.
Once this database was populated with information for all subjects, stimulus, and suite
conditions, a multiple regression analysis was performed using the StatView software package. The
regression analysis was split by subject and suite condition. For example, the analysis derived the
coefficients for subject #1 for the two suite conditions which were performed on that subject (Hot
and Cold suite). Once these coefficients were derived for all the subjects in all the different suite
conditions, an average was taken for each suite condition. The following sub-sections discuss the
results of that data:
8.7.1 INDIVIDUAL RESPONSE STIMULI ANALYSIS
The stimuli coefficients demonstrate a causal relationship to the overall summary evaluation,
meaning that changing attributes of the stimuli may cause direct changes in the overall evaluation of
the experience. The following are the four stimuli average coefficients grouped by the suite
conditions:
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This analysis illustrates some clear patterns in the suite and no-suite conditions. In the suite
conditions, where pleasure was used to offset a system wide displeasure, the end point of the
pleasure stimuli appears to have the most impact on the overall evaluation, followed by the overall
minimum (hot condition) or maximum (cold condition) intensity during the trial. As hypothesized,
the mean does not have much of an impact in either set of trials.
The pattern in the no suite conditions shows that in contrast to the system wide stimuli, localized
stimuli is impacted more by the start point than the end point, closely followed by the slope of the
stimuli.
* THE END POINT IS MOST INLUENCIAL WHEN WORKING AGAINST A SYSTEMTIC
DISCOMFORT, FOLLOWS BY THE START POINT, AND THE AMOUNT SPENT FURTHERST
AWAY FROM THE SYSTEMIC DISCOMFORT (EITHER MIN OR MAX)
* IN LOCALIZED DISCOMFORT, THE START POINT AND SLOPE SEEM TO BE FAR MORE
INFLUENCIAL TO THE OVERALL DISCOMFORT.
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8.7.2 INDIVIDUAL RESPONSE ONLINE RATINGS ANALYSIS
The online ratings coefficients demonstrate a correlation to the overall evaluation since both a
derived from the stimuli. The following are the four online response average coefficients grouped by
the suite conditions:
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The Hot and Cold suite coefficients so a consistent opposite effects across all attributes (with the
exception of the start value), though the degree of impact is clearly larger in the cold suite condition.
The mean and the slope in both cases are in the top 3 influential attributes, which goes to conclude
that direction and average value of the online ratings is indicative of the overall evaluation.
The no suite conditions are harder to generalize from the analysis results. The end point seems
to have similar correlation, but the other attributes are largely uncommon in impact. In the case of
the No Suite Cold AP condition, the mean and minimum values governed the overall evaluation,
while in the No Suite Hot AP condition, the start value and slope governed the score.
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9 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
9.1 PAIN, PLEASURE AND SUMMARY EVALUATION
The results in chapter 8 clearly identify that pleasure delivered concurrently with discomfort can
be used to improve the overall summary evaluation of the experience. In the scenarios tested, the
subject reacted leas uncomfortable the longer they were distracted from the highest discomfort
stimuli (such as hot arm during the hot suite or cold arm during the cold suite trials). This also
confirmed that subjects experiencing sustained high intensity stimuli across their whole body
continuously increased their perceived discomfort and summery evaluation of the experience.
The trials pointed out how different poles of discomfort brought about different levels of
discomfort. The subjects reacted more severely to cold discomfort than to warm discomfort. When
the area of stimulus was reduced (in the no suite conditions), the subjects overall discomfort was
reduced as well, though it was not marginalized. Finally, the ending point hypothesis was held up
demonstrating that descending order of discomfort intensity is preferred to ascending order of
intensity.
9.2 PAIN, PLEASURE, AND ONLINE RATINGS
The online ratings had relatively predictable response patterns to the stimuli. However, the
offset of the pattern from the 0 y-axis was higher in the cold suite trials than in the Hot Suite trials,
and the amplitude of the pattern was larger in the no suite trials, leading to the interesting
observations that while a lower stimuli area created a larger real time discomfort, it still yielded an
overall lower response in the summary evaluation
9.3 EXPERIMENTAL ORDER EFFECT
The order of different trials provided a clear skew to the score results indicating that subjects
required 1-2 trials on average to adjust their frame of discomfort to a consistent evaluation scale.
Generally trials given after the first couple exhibited less variation in scoring due to order. Scores on
average seemed to have a slight increase over time which may be in response to changing body skin
and core temperatures.
9.4 PAIN, PLEASURE, AND INDIVIDUAL PREDICTORS
At high level of systemic discomfort, the end point of the pleasure stimuli profile and the
intensity of pleasure provided will have the largest effect on the overall assessment of the experience.
The results suggest that as the systemic discomfort decrease, other variables such as the slope and the
starting point become dominant on the overall evaluation.
9.4.1 SORTING OUT ATTRIBUTE IMPACT
In order to create a clear isolation of variables responsible for individual summery evaluation,
different test trials than the ones administered in this experiment may be necessary to test how
specific changes of a stimulus attribute effect the overall evaluation. The following are a couple of
test plan examples which show stimuli testing specific variances while maintaining a constant and
even perspective of pleasure to discomfort.
These test plans further suggest that the stimuli should always be relative to the neutral point and
the aversion point of the subject. This is different from the stimuli plans used in this research.
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Alternative Stimuli Patterns 1 For A Single Suite Condition
Hot AP +2
HotA Mei- Point
Neutral Point
Cold Avesion Point
Cold AP -2
1 trial length 1 trial length
Down Trial
Up Trial
Alternative 1 shows a set of trials that can be used to test the effects of end point, start point,
and slope using an absolute discomfort scale which does not cross the neutral point. One can
imagine a single suite condition (s.a. Hot Suite) being run in all 12 trials represented in this test path.
This trial set could also be used to establish the relationship between intertwined hot and cold
discomfort.
Alternative 2 shows a set of stimuli which tests directly the impact of slope. This test plan uses
the symmetry across the neutral point to integrate displeasure and pleasure evenly over the course of
the different trials. The trial paths suggested are just a sample of how future trials can begin to focus
directly on specific attribute impacts.
Alternative Stimuli Patterns 2 For A Single Suite Condition
Hot AP +2
Hot Aversian Point
Neutral Point
Cold Avenion Point
Cold AP -2
Discomrt
tntenmity
---- ------------------------------------------ -
I trial length
Down Trial
Up Trial
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10 CONCLUSION
This study illustrated that it is possible to change both the real time perception of a highly
uncomfortable experience as well as the summary evaluation of that experience through introduction
of pleasurable distraction. For instance, patients undergoing painful medical procedures such as
cancer or burn treatments may benefit from distraction which can be delivered through other senses
not impacted by their treatment (music, visual or intellectual stimulation, or even tactile stimulation
such as massages to selected areas of their bodies). A movie or book of a particularly heavy
substance or serious topic might benefit from inserts of levity. This all comes back to the notion that
individual behavior and future decisions are tied closely to the memory of past experiences and
creating more positive experiences is essential to changing individual behavior and future decisions.
Future research could begin to shed additional light on how pain and pleasure are processed by
individuals. In this study, the pleasurable distraction was delivered via the same biological sensory
mechanism as that of the discomfort stimuli, and it would be interesting to study whether different
sensory delivery mechanisms can provide the same kind of interaction in overall subject discomfort.
A second area of investigation could test whether psychological pain and pleasure conform to the
same rules observed in the physical sensory realm. The consistency of results obtain in this
experiment might be used as a foundation for a more biometric based experiment to understand the
roots of discomfort perception and internalization of this data by the brain.
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